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MINUTES OF THE TOWN MEETING
MARCH 8, 1994
The meeting was called to order by the Moderator at 10:00 A.M. and the warrant was read.
It was voted to hold the adjourned meeting of Articles 14 through 33 of the warrant on March
12, 1994 at 10:00 A.M. at the Gilmanton Elementary School. Ballots were unsealed by the Clerk
and given to the Ballot Inspectors for counting. The ballot box was shown to the voters present
as being empty. It was voted to close the polls at 7:00 P.M. and to open the absentee ballots
immediately thereafter.
ARTICLES 1-13: By ballot. 669 ballots cast. (See Results of Balloting)
MARCH 12, 1994
The recessed meeting, determined by vote of March 8, 1994, was called to order at 10:00
A.M. at the Gilmanton Elementary School by the Moderator and the results of balloting of
March 8, 1994 were read. Ralph Forsyth led the body in the salute to the flag. All the elected
officers present, were sworn in by the Town Clerk/Tax Collector, Elizabeth R. Smithers.
ARTICLE 14: A motion by "Pete" Osier with a second by Pauline Marriott to authorize the
Selectmen to purchase a new Fire Truck, the original equipment cost to be no more than One
Hundred Seventy-five Thousand Dollars ($175,000.00).
The amount to be raised and appropriated in 1994 shall be One Hundred Seventy-five
Thousand Dollars ($175,000.00) and to authorize the withdrawal of Fifty Thousand Dollars
($50,000.00) from the Fire Truck Capital Reserve Fund, and thereafter to discontinue said
reserve in accordance with RSA 35:16-a so that all funds remaining in: the Fire Truck Capital
Reserve Fund will be paid into the Town's General Fund: Thirty Thousand Dollars ($30,000.00)
to be raised by general taxation; and authorize the Selectmen to borrow the remaining Ninety-
five Thousand Dollars ($95,000.00) in serial notes to be paid in two installments in 1995 and
1996. (2/3 rds Ballot Vote necessary) was offered and an amendment by Richard Delsie with
a second by John Kramer to move Article 32 forward was adopted manifestly in the affirmative.
After a lengthy discussion a second amendment was offered by Richard Delsie with a
second by John Kramer to table the original amendment. The amendment was tabled by a voice
vote in the affirmative.
Discussion ensued and Article 14 was voted on by ballot. The results were 94 Yes and
153 No. The article was lost.
Pauline Marriott moved and Walter Skantze second a motion to bring ARTICLE 32
forward to be voted on at this time, this was agreed to by a voice vote in the affirmative.
Pauline Marriott moved with a second by Walter Skantze to vote to not increase the
Town Budget by more than 2.7% increase for a total of $1,497,230.00 for the 1994 Town
Budget This article was voted on by ballot, the results were Yes 107 No 141. The article was
lost.
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ARTICLE 15: A motion by Pauline Marriott with a second by "Pete" Osier to see if the Town
will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty Thousand Dollars ($20,000.00) for Fire
Truck Equipment was amended by a motion from Walter Skantze with a second by Pauline
Marriott to add Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000.00) to the Fire Truck Capital Reserve Fund
established in 1993 for the purpose of purchasing a new fire truck. The amendment was adopted
by a voice vote in the affirmative. ARTICLE 15 to add $50,000.00 to the Fire Truck Capital
Reserve Fund was then voted on by ballot. The results were Yes 127 No 99 The article was
carried. $50,000.00*
A motion by Henry Osmer with a second by Richard Delsie to restrict reconsideration of
this article was adopted by a voice vote in the negative.
ARTICLE 16: A motion by Pauline Marriott with a second by Walter Skantze to see if the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Million Four Hundred Twenty Nine
Thousand Eight Hundred Twenty One Dollars ($1,429,821.00) for the support of Town
Government and for the payment of the statutory obligations of the municipality for the 1994
fiscal year was offered an amendment by Richard Delsie with a second from Joe Hempel to raise
$20,000.00 for the purpose of starting construction of a Highway Building. (Function 730-70).
After discussion this amendment was withdrawn by Richard Delsie and Joe Hempel.
A second amendment was offered by Janie Benson with a second by Linnie Page to add
$2265.00 to the Parks & Recreation account (Function 45200) This amendment was adopted by
a voice vote in the affirmative.
The request for a secret ballot was withdrawn by the petitioners.
A third amendment was offered by Henry Osmer with a second by Richard Delsie to reduce
the amount to be raised by Article 16 by $12,000.00. The question was decided by a division
vote of Yes 83 to No 95. This amendment was lost.
The article to raise $1,432,086.00 for the support of the Town Government etc. was then
adopted by a division vote of Yes 123 No 40. $1,432,086.00*
A motion by Henry Osmer with a second by Richard Delsie to restrict reconsideration of
ARTICLE 16 & 32 was adopted by a voice vote in the negative.
ARTICLE 17: A motion by Pauline Marriott with a second by Walter Skantze to raise and
appropriate the sum of Twenty-eight Thousand Dollars ($28,000.00) for a Valuation Update was
adopted by a voice vote in the affirmative. $28,000.00*
ARTICLE 18: A motion by Pauline Marriott with a second by Walter Skantze to authorize the
establishment of a Capital Reserve Fund (pursuant to RSA Chapter 35) for updating assessments
and fumre revaluation of the municipality and to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty-five
Thousand Dollars ($25,000.00) towards this purpose, and appoint the Selectmen as agents to
expend the fund was amended by a motion by "Pete" Osier and a second from Walter Skantze
to reduce this amount to $15,000.00. This amendment was adopted by a voice vote in the
affirmative.
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A second amendment was offered by Alan Perley with a second by Lawrence Wigandt to
put a period at the end of the word purpose, and delete the end of the sentence. This amendment
was adopted by a voice vote in the affirmative.
The amended article was then voted on by a standing count with the result of Yes 5 1 and
No 106. The article was lost.
ARTICLE 19: A motion by Pauline Marriott with a second by Walter Skantze to appropriate
the sum of Seventeen Thousand Nine Hundred Dollars ($17,900.00) for the purchase of a new
1994 Police Cruiser was carried by a voice vote in the affirmative. $17,900.00*
ARTICLE 20: A motion by Pauline Marriott with a second by Walter Skantze to raise and
appropriate the sum of Fifteen Thousand Six Hundred Dollars ($15,600.00) for one "tow-
behind" road sweeper ($7,600.00) and one used chipper ($8,000.00) for the use of the Highway
Department was adopted by a voice vote in the affirmative. $15,600.00*
ARTICLE 21: A motion by Pauline Marriott with a second by Walter Skantze to authorize the
Board of Selectmen in accordance with the provisions of RSA 80:42 III to convey to Claire L
Guilmette the lot of land located at 1 & 3 Moccasin Path shown as Lot 0031-0000, Map Book
0048, which was formerly owned by Randy C. Guilmette and which was deeded to the Town
on July 26 1993 by the Tax Collector, upon payment by the Guilmettes of all back taxes,
accrued interest and costs to date of transfer was amended by "Pete" Osier with a second from
Walter Skantze to convey to Randy C. Guilmette the former owner, rather than Claire L.
Guilmette. This amendment was adopted by a voice vote.
A second amendment was offered by Mildred Sawyer with a second by Fred Sawyer to have
the creosote timbers be removed from the property at the expense of Randy C. Guilmette. This
amendment was lost by a voice vote.
The article was then voted on as amendment and approved by a voice vote in the
affirmative. (This article was submitted by petition)
ARTICLE 22: A motion by Pauline Marriott with a second by Walter Skantze to authorize
the Selectmen to convey the property located at Middle Route, Gilmanton, NH Tax Map 0013
Lot 0002-0300, conveyed to the Town of Gilmanton by a Tax Collectors Deed August 4, 1993
recorded in the Belknap County Registry of Deeds at Book 1262, Page 713 to AKN Associates
upon receipt of outstanding delinquent real estate taxes, taxes and interest that would have been
assessed if the property had not been deeded to the Town and other expenses incurred by the
Town was adopted by a voice vote in the affirmative. (This article was submitted by petition)
ARTICLE 23: A motion by Walter Skantze with a second by Pauline Marriott to authorize the
Board of Selectmen to accept any dedicated street only if the street corresponds in its location
and lines with a street shown on a subdivision plat or site plan approved by the Plaiming Board,
or on the official map, or on a street plat made and adopted by the board in accordance with
RSA 674:40-a was adopted by a voice vote in the affirmative.
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ARTICLE 24: A motion by "Pete" Osier with a second by Pauline Marriott to authorize the
Selectmen to sell by sealed bid or public auction and convey such vehicles and equipment as they
deem surplus to the Town's needs was adopted by a voice vote in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 25: A motion by "Pete" Osier with a second by Walter Skantze to authorize the
Selectmen to provide for the appointment of not more than five alternate members to any
appointed local land use board, who shall be by the appointing authority. The terms of alternate
members shall be three years as provided by RSA 673:6 was adopted as amended by a voice
vote in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 26: A motion by Winston Barney with a second by Pauline Marriott to authorize
the Selectmen to allow the Historic District Commission to consist of five members. One
member shall be a member of the Board of Selectmen as required by law. At least one member
shall live in each of the two districts. The initial terms of the members first appointed shall be
one for one year, two for two years and two for three years. Subsequent terms shall be for
three years. No more than two appointments shall occur annually except when required to fill
vacancies. The Selectmen shall appoint two alternate members for three year terms was amended
by a motion by Warren Nighswander with a second from "Pete" Osier to change the wording
in the second sentence to read: At least one member from each of the two districts. This
amendment was adopted by a voice vote in the affirmative. Then the entire article was voted on
and adopted by a voice vote in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 27: A motion by "Pete" Osier with a second by Pauline Marriott to designate
Pancake Hill Road in Lower Gilmanton a Scenic Road in accordance with the provisions of RSA
231:157 and to designate the Gilmanton Planning Board as the official municipal body to
implement the provisions of this article was adopted by a voice vote in the affirmative. (This
article was submitted by petition)
ARTICLE 28: A motion by Pauline Marriott with a second by "Pete" Osier to authorize the
Board of Selectmen to accept on behalf of the Town gifts, legacies and devises made to the
Town in trust for any public purpose, as permitted by RSA 31:19 was adopted by a voice vote
in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 29: A motion by Walter Skantze with a second by Pauline Marriott to approve the
following actions provided under State Legislation:
(1) Shall the Town accept the provisions of RSA 33:7 providing that any town at an annual
meeting may adopt an article authorizing indefinitely, until specific rescission of such authority,
the selectmen to issue tax anticipation notes. This motion was adopted by a voice vote in the
affirmative.
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(2) Shall the Town accept the provisions of RSA 31:95-b providing that any town at an
annual meeting may adopt an article authorizing indefinitely, until specific rescission of such
authority, the selectmen to apply for, accept and expend, without further action by the town
meeting, unanticipated money from a state, federal or other governmental unit or a private
source which becomes available during the fiscal year? This motion was adopted by a voice
vote in the affirmative.
(3) Shall the Town accept the provisions of RSA 202-A:4-c providing that any town at an
annual meeting may adopt an article authorizing indefinitely, until specific rescission of such
authority, the public library trustees to apply for, accept and expend, without further action by
the town meeting, unanticipated money from a state, federal or other governmental unit or a
private source which becomes available during the fiscal year? This motion was adopted by a
voice vote in the affirmative.
(4) Shall the Town accept the provisions of RSA 31:95-e providing that any town at an
annual meeting may adopt an article authorizing indefinitely, until specific recession of such
authority, the selectmen to accept gifts of personal property, other than money, which maybe
offered to the town for any public purpose.
An amendment by L.J.Wigandt with a second by R.Delsie to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to accept gifts of personal property which may be offered to the Town for any public
purpose pursuant to RSA 31:95-e, provided that the Board of Selectmen holds a public hearing
before accepting said gifts and that the acceptance shall not bind the Town to raise, appropriate
or expend any public funds for the operation, maintenance, repair or replacement of any such
personal property, provided that said authority is granted indefinitely until such time as rescinded
by a vote of the Town Meeting. This amendment was adopted by a division vote of YES 84*
NO 34. The motion as amended was then adopted by a voice vote in the affirmative.
(5) Shall the Town accept the provisions of RSA 80:52 to authorize the Town Clerk/Tax
Collector to accept payment of local taxes and other fees by credit card providing that any
amount accepted in payments by this manner shall be increased by a service charge which charge
shall be based upon the credit card company's rate and the actual cost of the use of the service.
This motion was defeated by a voice vote.
(6) Shall the Town accept the provisions of RSA 80:80 providing the Selectmen the
authority to convey any real estate acquired by the Town by tax deed. Such conveyance shall
be by deed following: (1) a list of such land as may be sold shall be submitted to the Town
Meeting, the Conservation Commission and the Planning Board for their recommendations: (2)
written notice of the sale shall be mailed with the same annual tax bills to all persons known or
believed to be owners of taxable property in the Town in the year of the proposed sale: and (3)
the property shall be offered for sale by a combination of sealed bid and auction. The sealed bids
will be opened and posted prior to the beginning of an auction where each property will be
offered for the highest sealed or auction bid. The sale will be noticed 25 days before the sale
and to authorize the selectmen to reconvey the property to the previous owner on such terms and
conditions as they deem just. This motion was adopted by a voice vote in the affirmative.
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ARTICLE 30: A motion by Pauline Marriott with a second by "Pete" Osier to adopt a Dog
Licensing Ordinance:
"Whosoever keeps a dog contrary to the provisions of New Hampshire RSA 466:1,
procuring license tag, shall be guilty of a violation as defined by the New Hampshire Criminal
Code: provided that if such person chooses to pay the civil forfeiture specified in RSA 466:13,
he shall be deemed to have waived his right to have the case heard in the District Court and he
shall not be prosecuted or found guilty of a violation. Any person who does not pay the civil
forfeiture specified in RSA 466:13 within ten (10) days notice by a Gilmanton Police Officer or
Gilmanton Animal Control Officer, shall be summoned and shall have the case disposed of in
the District Court." This motion was adopted by a voice vote in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 31: A motion by "Pete" Osier with a second by Walter Skantze to accept the
provisions of RSA 80:52-a providing that any town at an annual meeting may adopt an article
authorizing the prepayment of taxes and authorize the collector of taxes to accept payments in
prepayment of taxes was adopted by a voice vote in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 33: To hear the reports of any Committees chosen and pass any votes relative
thereto.
The Moderator recognized Selectman Walter Skantze. Selectman Skantze announced that you
would find a list of Town owned properties on pages 16 to 21 of your 1993 Town report. These
properties will be reviewed by the boards and commissions as required in ARTICLE 29-6 and
a list of properties selected to be sold will be sent out with the June tax bills along with a notice
of where and when the public auction will be held.
The Moderator recognized Selectman Pauline Marriott. Selectman Marriott read a letter
received from the Lakes Cablevision Group up-dating the Board on the Cable Companies
progress and that they will begin construction of the Gilmanton cable system in April.
There being no further business, the Moderator accepted a motion to adjourn.





RESULTS OF TOWN BALLOTING
ARTICLE H2: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #1 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Zoning Ordinance:
Purpose: Reduce the currently required setback from Water Bodies for buildings
from 100 feet to 75 feet in all zones. This will allow new and additional building
construction to occur within 75 feet of the high water mark of Water bodies.
Amendment: Amend Article IV. Table 2 Lot Requirements to reflect same.
YES 328* NO 290
ARTICLE #3: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #2 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Zoning Ordinance:
Purpose: Reduce the currently required setback from Water Bodies for septic
systems from 125 feet to 75 feet (or more if required by State regulations) in all zones.
This will allow new and existing septic systems to be installed within 75 feet of the high
water mark of Water Bodies. Additional distance may be required under State of NH
Regulations.
Amendment: Amend Article IV. Table 2 Lot Requirements to reflect same.
YES 271 NO 347*
ARTICLE #4: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #3 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Zoning Ordinance:
Purpose: The intent of this amendment is to provide a means for customers to locate
legal businesses and home occupations within the Town of Gilmanton by providing the
opportunity for off site directional signage while promoting and protecting the safety and
aesthetics of the Town. The amendment will allow the owners of businesses and Home
Occupations to apply to the Town to have offsite Business Directional Signage erected.
Signs shall be of a conforming size, color, material & lettering type as defined in the Site
Plan Review Regulations; shall be erected within the right of way of Class V Town roads
upon approval by the Selectmen; may be permanent or seasonal; shall require an annual
permit renewal; shall be erected only by the town or at the Town's direction; shall be
repaired, replaced or removed on order of the Town and all costs shall be borne by the
business owner.
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Amendments: Create new Article III.G. and renumber remaining existing Articles.
Amend Article IV. Table 1. Permitted Uses and Special Exceptions - "Business
Directional Signs-allowed in all zones." Amend Article XVI. Definitions - to include
definition.
YES 455* NO 145
ARTICLE #5: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #4 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Zoning Ordinance:
Purpose: Include a new use, Hunting Preserve , in the Ordinance which will identify
how that use will be regulated within the Town. Currently the State of NH regulates this
use. Specifically, it is the stocking of a parcel with wildlife for commercial and/or non-
profit hunting. This amendment will allow additional review at the Town level and also
regulate within which zones it will be allowed.
Amendments: Amend Article IV. Table 1 . Permitted Uses and Special Exceptions
to allow by Special Exception in the Rural and Conservation Zones; Not allow in the
Village and Business Zones. Add Footnote to require the use also comply with State
Regulations. Amend Article XV. Definitions to include definition.
YES 266 NO 326*
ARTICLE #6: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #5 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Zoning Ordinance:
Purpose: Include a new use. Aircraft Landing Area , in the Ordinance which will
identify how that use will be regulated within the Town.
Amendments: Amend Article IV. Table 1 . Permitted Uses and Special Exceptions
to allow by Special Exception in the Business, Rural & Conservation Zones; Not allow
in the Village Zone. Amend Article XVI. Definitions to include definition.
YES 341* NO 245
ARTICLE ffl: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #6 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Zoning Ordinance:
Purpose: Include a new use. Contractor's Yard , in the Ordinance which will identify
how that use will be regulated within the Town.
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Amendments: Amend Article VI. Table 1 . Permitted Uses and Special Exceptions
to allow in the Business Zone; allow by Special Exception in the Village, Rural &
Conservation Zones. Amend Article XVI. Definitions to include definition.
YES 307* NO 265
ARTICLE ^8: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #7 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Zoning Ordinance:
Purpose: Include two new uses. Recreation Facility-Indoor and Recreation Facility-
Outdoor , in the Ordinance which will identify how those uses will be regulated within
the Town.
Amendments: Amend Article IV. Table 1 . Permitted Uses and Special Exceptions
to allow "Recreation Facility-Indoor in the Business Zone; allow by Special Exception
in the Village Zone; Not Allow in the Rural & Conservation Zones. " Amend Article IV.
Table 1. Permitted Uses and Special Exceptions to allow "Recreation Facility-Outdoor
in the Business Zone; allow by Special Exception in the Rural Zone; Not Allow in the
Village & Conservation Zones." Amend Article XVI. Definitions to include definitions.
YES 359* NO 216
ARTICLE #9: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #8 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the zoning Ordinance:
Purpose: Include a new use, Repair Shop, in the Ordinance which will identify how
that use will be regulated if someone applies for it within Town.
Amendments: Amend Article IV. Table 1. Permitted Uses and Special Exceptions
to allow "Repair Shop" in the Business zone, allow by Special Exception in the Village
and Rural Zones; Not Allow in the Conservation Zone. Amend Article XVI. Definitions
to include definition.
YES 391* NO 190
ARTICLE ^10: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #9 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Zoning Ordinance:
Purpose: To add definitions for "Intermittent Stream" and "Perennial Stream" which
are currently referred to within the Ordinance.
Amendment: Amend Article XVI. Definitions to include definitions.
YES 384* NO 178
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ARTICLE ^11: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #10 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the zoning Ordinance:
Purpose: To amend the current definition for "Accessory Building or Use" by
requiring that any proposed accessory building or use be one that is commonly associated
with the primary building or use.
Amendment: Amend Article XVI. Definitions by amending current definition.
YES 317* NO 251
ARTICLE #12: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #11 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Zoning Ordinance:
Purpose: Require that when a proposal regarding a Zoning issue is brought before
a Town Board, Commission or Official, acting in the performance their designated
duties, that Board, Commission or Official shall make the determination as to what "use"
the proposal falls within.
Amendment: Amend Article IV. Table 1. Permitted Uses and Special Exceptions by
deleting the last sentence of the "Note".
YES 306* NO 265
ARTICLE #13: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #12 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Zoning Ordinance:
Purpose: Currently the Selectmen can issue a permit for the temporary use of a
Mobile Home/Manufactured Housing Unit under certain conditions and for a limited time
only. This amendment will allow such a permit for the temporary use of a Mobile
Home/Manufactured Housing Unit by someone whose dwelling is being repaired after
damage by fire or other disaster. This amendment is proposed to clarify that the Zoning
Ordinance is in compliance with State Statute regarding this matter.
Amendment: Amend the first paragraph, only, of Article VI. Mobile
Homes/Manufactured Housing to allow for same.
YES 480* NO 117
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RESULTS OF TOWN BALLOTING MARCH 8, 1994
OFFICE VOTE
MODERATOR
GEORGE B ROBERTS, JR 552*
FOR SELECTMAN
RICHARD G. MERRILL, JR 227
DAVID RUSSELL 397*
FOR TOWN TREASURER
EVELYN O. FORSYTH 588*
FOR ROAD AGENT
ROBERT L. POTTER, JR 417*
ANDREW D. STOCKWELL 242
FOR TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS
MELBA C. LAROCHE 516*
H.L.'TETE" OSLER 377*
FOR LIBRARY TRUSTEE
MARION S MCINTYRE 596*
FOR CEMETERY TRUSTEE
CANDACE L DAIGLE 592*
FOR SUPERVISOR OF THE CHECKLIST
ELAYNE N COLE 597*
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OFFICE VOTE
FOR BUDGET COMMITTEE (3 Years)
GOERGE BOLEY 455*
FRANK C. BOSIAK, SR 428*
ALLAN PERLEY 333
CHRISTOPHER ROBERTSON 422*
JEFFREY A URQUHART 443 *
FOR BUDGET COMMITTEE (1 YEAR)
PHYLLIS E. BUCHANAN 385*
WILLIAM F. DAY 275
BONNIE H. WHELAN 424*
RESULTS OF SCHOOL BALLOTING MARCH 8, 1994
OFFICE VOTE
MODERATOR
GEORGE B. ROBERTS, JR 546*
SCHOOL CLERK
DEBORAH RIECK MANNING 571*
FOR SCHOOL TREASURER




* Having the plurality of all votes cast, declared elected
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ROBERT C WASHBURN 33
JAMES F CREMIN 4
FREDERIC SHAW 32
MERRILL J SHEPARD 18
ANNA-MARIE SPARKS 37
PETER J SPAULDING 72
FOR STATE SENATOR
LEO W ERASER,JR 134






PAUL A GOLDEN 158
LINDA ANN SMITH 147














STEPHEN G HODGES 202
TOM ALDEN 2
FOR COUNTY ATTORNEY
LAUREN J NOETHER 186
JIM CARROLL 14
FOR COUNTY TREASURER
ROBERT E CORBIN 189
FOR REGISTER OF DEEDS
RACHEL M NORMANDIN 207
FOR REGISTER OF PROBATE
ESTELLE J DEARBORN 198





WAYNE D KING 61
STEVE MERRILL 10
DEBRA ARNESSON 1
FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS







BARBARA KUHLMAN BROWN 59
FOR STATE SENATOR





JEFFREY A GREGOIRE 48




































CLARENCE G ELEVENS 2











JANET M STUMPF 4
FOR COUNTY ATTORNEY
LAUREN NOETHER 2
REGULAR REPUBLICAN BALLOTS CAST 244
ABSENTEE REPUBLICAN BALLOTS CAST 5
REGULAR DEMOCRATIC BALLOTS CAST 77
ABSENTEE DEMOCRATIC BALLOTS CAST 1
REGULAR LIBERTARIAN BALLOTS CAST 4
ABSENTEE LIBERTARIAN BALLOTS CAST
TOTAL NUMBER OF REGISTERED REPUBLICANS ON CHECKLIST 676
TOTAL NUMBER OF REGISTERED DEMOCRATS ON CHECKLIST 402
TOTAL NUMBER OF REGISTERED LIBERTARIANS ON CHECKLISK 7
TOTAL NUMBER OF UNDECLARED NAMES ON CHECKLIST 472
NUMBER OF PERSONS WHO REGISTERED TO VOTE AT THE
POLLING PLACE ON PRIMARY ELECTION DAY 8
NUMBER OF UNDECLARED VOTERS VOTING ON PRIMARY
ELECTION DAY 38
NUMBER OF UNDECLARED VOTERS VOTING ON PRIMARY
ELECTION DAY WHO RETURNED TO UNDECLARED STATUS
BEFORE LEAVING THE POLLING PLACE: 9
A TRUE COPY OF RECORD ATTEST:
ELIZABETH R SMITHERS,
TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR






"STEVE" MERRILL REP 550
WAYNE D KING DEM 228
"STEVE" WINTER LIB 62
JOHN BRODERICK 1
FOR REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
"BILL" ZELIFF REP 584
"BILL" VERGE DEM 206
PAUL LANNON LIB 19
SCOTT TOSTI IND 16
MERLE BRALEY NAT 7
CHARLES BASS 1
FOR EXECUTFVE COUNCILOR
PETER J SPAULDING REP 508
BARBARA KUHLMAN BROWN DEM 277
FOR STATE SENATOR
LEO W ERASER, JR REP 527
PATRICK H WOOD DEM 251






PAUL A GOLDEN REP 475
LINDA ANN SMITH REP 516
ALICE S ZIEGRA REP 536
JEFFREY A GREGOIRE DEM 170
HEATHER A QUINN DEM 246
MICHAEL WEARING DEM 181









GORDON E BARTLETT REP 478
MICHAEL S MORRISON DEM 227
JANET M STUMPF LIB 73
ARTHUR BROWN 1
FOR SHERIFF









LAUREN J NOETHER REP 526




ROBERT E CORBIN REP 711
BETTY SMITHERS 1
STEVE BEDARD 1
FOR REGISTER OF DEEDS




FOR REGISTER OF PROBATE
ESTELLE J DEARBORN REP 728
CHERYL NADEAU 1
QUESTION
"SHALL WE ADOPT POLLING HOURS IN GILMANTON AT ALL STATE
ELECTIONS BEGINNING WITH THE 1996 STATE PRIMARY ELECTION
UNDER WHICH THE POLLS SHALL OPEN NOT LATER THAN 8
O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING?"
YES 562 NO 171
NUMBER OF REGULAR BALLOTS CAST 805
NUMBER OF ABSENTEE BALLOTS CAST 44
TOTAL NUMBER OF ALL BALLOTS CAST 849
TOTAL NUMBER OF REGISTERED REPUBLICANS ON CHECKLIST 654
TOTAL NUMBER OF REGISTERED DEMOCRATS ON CHECKLIST 398
TOTAL NUMBER OF REGISTERED LIBERTARIANS ON CHECKLIST 7
TOTAL NUMBER OF UNDECLARED NAMES ON CHECKLIST 527
TOTAL NUMBER OF REGISTERED VOTES ON CHECKLIST 1586
NUMBER OF PERSONS WHO REGISTERED TO VOTE AT THE






SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Sawyer Lake:
0010 0002 0800 L6Y Willow Ave 1,800
0010 0002 1400 L 95Z Ash Ave 4,800
0010 0002 3200 L 27W Hemlock Drive 12,000
0010 0002 6000 LllYFirAve 3,100
0010 0002 6100 L12YFirAve 3,100
0010 0003 0700 L98XOffElm 2,600
0010 0003 0800 L 99X Off Elm Ave 2,600
0010 0003 5000 L 152X Berry Ave 3,900
0010 0003 5800 L/B 168X Berry Ave 15,900
0010 0003 6000 L 166X Berry Ave 4,400
0010 0003 6500 L 173X Plum Ave 2,800
0011 0002 0600 L 50 Sawyer Lake Road 8,700
0011 0002 1900 7B Birch Ave 2,600
00110002 2700 L 53C Lake Ave SL 4,400
0011 0002 5100 L7E0akAve 2,600
0012 0002 6600 L 6V Hemlock Dr. Ext. 4,400
0012 0003 1700 L217X Pear Ave 7,400
0012 0003 4400 L 174X Plum Ave 2,800
0014 0004 5400 L 21F Fox Dr 3,900
0014 0004 6900 L 15V Deer Dr 4,600
0014 0005 4200 L 234X Grape Ave 2,300
0023 0001 4900 L 59T Fox Dr 3,600
0023 0001 5600 L51FFoxDr 4,100
0023 00016900 L 4 1V Deer Drive 2,700
0023 0001 9100 L 48L Deer Drive 4,000
0023 0001 9300 L 46L Deer Drive 3,700
0028 0001 2700 L 33L & Lot 5 Deer Drive 22,400
0028 0004 0000 L Behind Deer Drive 25,100
Shellcamp:
0047 0030 0000 L 4 Pocumtuck Way 2,300
0047 0034 0000 L 3 Pocumtuck Way 3,800
0047 0052 0000 L 1 Montauk Way 3,700
0047 0058 0000 L 18 Montauk Way 3,700
0047 0059 0000 L 16 Montauk Way 3,700
0047 0060 0000 L 14 Montauk Way 3,700
0047 0065 0000 L 4 Montauk Way 3,700




Other Town Owned Parcels:
0006 0005
0064 00010000 L Old Stage Road 24,800
0064 0012 0000 L Geddes Rd/Frank Foss Rd 20,100
0064 0015 0000 L Pine Hill Road 29,700
0070 0006 0000 L Park of Jail Pasture 5,300
0070 0008 0000 L Rte 107N 4,000
0070 0040 0000 L South Road W/D 200
0070 0040 0100 L South Rd/Rte 106 900
0070 0044 0000 L Meadow Pond Road 300
0070 0050 0000 L Burke Road 26,400
0070 0053 0000 L Elm St Opp Bickford 200
0070 0056 3500 L Loon Pond Road 10,600
School Owned Parcel:
00510019 0000 L Suncook River/Old Stage 33,900
34
INVENTORY OF THE TOWN OF GILMANTON
Total Taxable Valuation:
Land, Buildings, Mobile Homes & Trailers
Less Blind & Elderly Exemptions
Net Taxable Valuation
Taxes Committed to Collector
Property Taxes
Less War Service Credits
Net Taxes

























School, County, Town Rates as Percentage
1994 TOWN TAX RATE - S28.33 or 100 %
35
STATEMENT OF BONDED DEBT
Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 1994
TOWN OF GILMANTON




REPORT OF TOWN TREASURER
Summary of Receipts
Cash on Hand, January 1, 1994 $1,281,815.85
From Selectmen, Pistol Permits 608.00
Sale of Town Property 73 , 1 32 .00









Misc. Fees 940.79 239,453.87
From Tax Collector 5,265,736.24
Income from Departments 20,399.23
Interest on Deposits 26,906.29




Reimbursement from Robertson Fund 3,427.54





Cash on Hand, December 31, 1994 $1,259,671.84
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS
From Local Taxes:
1994 Property Taxes
REPORT OF THE TOWN TREASURER
Town Building Fund - Phase II




























REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK
JAN. 1, 1994 - DEC. 31, 1994
AUTO PERMITS $223,219.00
REFUNDS TO AUTO PERMITS ($546.50)
DOG LICENSE FEES $2,914.50
GENERAL FILING FEES $220.79
DMV STICKER FEES $7,777.50
TITLE FEES $1,166.00
UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE FEES $720.00
VITAL RECORDS $1,282.00
RECLAMATION FEES TO TOWN $ 1,807.00




REFUNDS TO AUTO PERMITS ($546.50)
DOG LICENSE FEES $2,914.50
GENERAL FILING FEES $220.79
DMV STICKER FEES $7,777.50
TITLE FEES $1,166.00
UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE FEES $720.00
VITAL RECORDS $1,282.00
RECLAMATION FEES TO TOWN $1,807.00






REPORT OF THE RECLAMATION TRUST FUND
















SUMMARY OF TAX ACCOUNTS
YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1994
TOWN OF GILMANTON
1994 PRIOR
UNCOLLECTED TAXES - BEGINNING
OF YEAR:
PROPERTY TAXES $697,615.01
LAND USE CHANGE TAX
YIELD TAXES $912.00
TAXES COMMITTED TO COLLECTOR:
PROPERTY TAXES $4,473,097.00
LAND USE CHANGE TAXES $5,010.00
YIELD TAXES $3 1 ,888.00
OVERPAYMENTS






REMITTED TO TREASURER DURING YEAR
PROPERTY TAXES






FIRST ISSUE OVER-ASSESSED PAYMENTS
DEEDED TO TOWN DURING YEAR $1,630.00
UNCOLLECTED TAXES END OF YEAR
PROPERTY TAXES $493,380.75






SUMMARY OF TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31 1994
1993 1992 PRIOR
BALANCE OF UNREDEEMED TAXES
OF FISCAL YEAR $223,035.63 $132,356.49
TAXES SOLD TO TOWN 03/17/94 $382,694.09
INTEREST COLLECTED AFTER
LIEN EXECUTION $14,556.45 $25,381.17 $38,523.02
INTEREST CHARGED $42.30 $224.05
OTHER COSTS BEFORE SALE $2,374.00
MORTGAGEE NOTICE FEES $1,900.00 $1,530.00 $3,780.00
TOTAL $401,566.84 $250,170.85 $174,659.51
REMITTANCES TO TREASURER
DURING YEAR
REDEMPTIONS $183,089.91 $118,244.65 $120,006.98
INTEREST AND COSTS $14,556.45 $25,381.17 $38,523.02
AFTER LIEN
DEEDED TO TOWN DURING YE $3,953.89 $3,552.44 $3,161.76
UNREDEEMED TAXES END OF $195,650.29 $101,238.54 $9,187.75
UNREDEEMED INTEREST END 42.30 224.05
MORTGAGEE NOTICE FEES $1,900.00 $1,530.00 $3,780.00
OTHER COSTS BEFORE SALE $2,374.00
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REPORT OF TRUST FUND ACCOUNTS (CONT'D)
FINANCIAL REPORT OF COMMON TRUST FUND ACCOUNTS
DECEMBER 31, 1994
PRINCIPAL:
BALANCE, DECEMBER 31, 1993 $262,327.61
INCREASE, PERPETUAL CARE FUNDS 3,344.00
PREMIUM REC'D FROM STOCK (LESS LOSS) 30.009.69 $295,681.30
INCOME:
UNEXPENDED BALANCE, DECEMBER 31, 1993 62,871.16
INCOME, LESS 101.31 (1993 GAIN NOT INCOME) 21.133.79
84,004.95
LESS EXPENDITURES 27.280.24 56.724.71
$352,406.01
TOTAL COMMON TRUST FUND ACCOUNTS
LACONIA SAVINGS BANK, INCOME FUND #59547 10,406.18
LACONIA SAVINGS BANK, GENERAL FUND #1 76390 4,963.67
(Principal $2,087.05) (Income $2,876.62)
LACONIA SAVINGS BANK, NOW ACCT. 1,995.98
NHPDIP (INCOME MONIES imH-01-124-3) 41,330.37
NHPDIP (PRINCIPAL ACCT.NH-01-124-1, INTEREST ONLY) 115.56
COST OF SECURITIES 293.594.25
TOTAL COMMON TRUST FUNDS $352,406.01
TOTAL COMMON FUNDS PARTICIPATING IN COMMON TRUST FUND INVESTMENTS,
INCLUDING CAPITAL GAINS AND LOSSES $295,681.30
OTHER TRUST FUNDS NOT IN COMMON FUNDS DECEMBER 31. 1994
CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS: TOWN OF GILMANTON
12/15/93 TOWN OF GILMANTON: Capital Reserve Fund for a future FIRE TRUCK as
approved by Town Meeting Article 17 under the provisions of RSA 35:
1
$52,011.54 (Principal $50,000.00; Income $2,011.54)
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REPORT OF TRUST FUND ACCOUNTS (CONT'D)
THE FOLLOWING NEW PERPETUAL CARE FUNDS WERE ACCEPTED
BY THE TOWN IN THE YEAR 1994
BEECH GROVE CEMETERY:
7/18/94 Michael & Rebecca Boudreau (Addit. Perp. Care) $114.00
BUZZELL CEMETERY:
5/17/94 David & Carol Allen & Gen 300.00
5/17/94 Maureen Sordelline 300.00
PINE GROVE CEMETERY:
8/25/94 Robert C. & Violetti L. Clay 300.00
SMITH MEETING HOUSE CEMETERY:
6/27/94 Burres & Gen 300.00
6/27/94 Wayne & Elizabeth Hackett & Gen 450.00
6/27/94 George Smith & Gen 150.00
6/27/94 Milton & Ilsa Stanley & Gen. (Addit. Perp. Care) 80.00
10/25/94 Frederick Bucciarelli & Ann M. Smart & Gen 150.00
10/25/94 Rhonda Collette & Gen 150.00
11/28/94 Cummings - Lougee & Gen. (Addit. Perp. Care) 150.00
11/28/94 Frank W., Jr. & Mary Ann Foley & Gen 450.00
1 1/28/94 Lynch Family Trust & Gen 450.00
1994 TOTAL $3,344.00
RESPCTFULLY SUBMITTED:
George F. Kelley, Chairman
Winston M. Barney, Secretary
Melba C. LaRoche, Bookkeeper
Barbara L. Spangler, Trustee
H.L. "Pete" Osier, Trustee
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SELECTMEN'S REPORT
The Selectmen are very pleased to report to the taxpayers of Gilmanton
that we have returned approximately 7.6% of last year's appropriation, for the
executive office, back into the general fund. This money will help offset taxes.
We have had a number of changes in Town personnel this year. The
Selectmen's office has been restructured for a far more efficient and smoother
running operation. Our office staff has taken over the duties of executive
assistants for both the Zoning Board of Adjustment and Historic District
Commission. All of the paper work for the fire department which includes
building inspection, health inspection and code enforcement is being processed out
of the Selectmen's office. We have a new part tune employee in our office who
is replacing the position formerly held by the fire department.
This past March, the voting body authorized the Selectmen to purchase a
1.1 acre tract to augment the size of our solid waste facility. That purchase has
been finalized. Last year, we also had to institute a small charge for tires and all
appliances with freon. The dump is a Constance problem, i.e. monitoring for
illegal dumping. With surrounding dumps closing, the temptation to illegally
dump becomes more prevalent. But the illegal dumping is an issue much closer
to home than our neighbors. Some Gilmanton citizens are guilty as well as
contractors. All the materials that arrive at the Gilmanton dump must be
generated within the Town. Anyone caught illegally dumping will automatically
lose their dump privileges. Our dump ordinance is in the process of being
revised from a civil ordinance to an ordinance that will be criminal in nature.
We want to thank all of our Gilmanton citizens who follow the rules, and
thank you for your recycling efforts. We will again be receiving a credit for our
recyclables.
Last year a compensation committee was appointed. They came up with
a number of recommendations in regards to benefits, vacation, etc. At their
recommendation, the Board of Selectmen contacted the New Hampshire
Municipal Association to perform a wage study. A contract was signed on
September 19, 1994. This will give us a fair basis for appropriate salaries for the
respective positions.
The Selectmen held an auction in August selling a number of properties
that had been taken by the Town through tax deeds. Many of those properties
were unbuildable and could only be merged with adjacent properties. These
properties are now back on the tax roles. 41 properties were sold and a total of
$89,150 realized for the Town. This money goes back into the general fund and
again helps to offset taxes. Several properties will be on the Warrant to be
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deeded to Sawyer Lake, with deed restrictions, for specific purposes such as
beaches, gravel storage, recreation and a possible future sewer system, if
necessary. The Board opted to save a number of parcels in Valley Shores for
future recreation purposes for the Town.
We regretfully accepted a letter of resignation from our Fire Chief, CMS
Coordinator, Building Inspector, Health Officer and Code Enforcement Official
who had been with us for the past 6 years. That position/positions was filled in
mid-December after an extensive interviewing process. We feel fortunate to have
been able to hire a very well qualified person.
Article #6 has been placed in the Town Warrant by the Board of
Selectmen for your consideration, to purchase a new fire truck. This article and
this purchase is being recommended to the voters by the Board of Selectmen for
a number of reasons. You, the voters, will have to consider the merits of this
recommendation and make a final decision.
For many years, Gilmanton has been a participant in the Lakes Region
Mutual Aid Association for the fire suppression assistance to and from the
surrounding towns. This means that when Gilmanton has a major fire that we can
expect the surrounding towns to send multiple trucks and personnel as needed to
the fire scene as well as two cover trucks and personnel to each of our fire
stations in the event of a second emergency. Second emergencies have occurred
numerous times in Gilmanton over the years. We find great security in this
arrangement to the benefit of all residents of the Town.
When there is a major fire in a surrounding town we in turn send one or
two fire trucks with personnel depending on the request. For many years the fire
department has always had a second fire truck in each of the two stations to cover
their districts and the Town when the other two fire trucks were out of town.
Two years ago the Board of Selectmen, with the recommendation of the Fire
Chief, took out of service the 1959 fire truck as unsafe, unreliable and not worthy
of overhauling. It was an antique and most of the call firemen would not operate
it.
When, with only three fire trucks in service and two fire trucks are out of
town at a major fire, we have only one truck in service to protect the Town. We
have not had an empty fire station in Gilmanton for many years until two years
ago. Further, two of the fire trucks currently in service are 16 and 17 years old.
Both need to be refurbished, one being in critical condition. We do not want to
take the old trucks out of service for 10 to 20 weeks for refurbish until we
purchase a fourth truck to maintain minimal coverage at all times.
We are asking the voters to share the responsibility to make this decision
based on the current conditions. If the purchase of a new fire truck is not in your
best interest, please consider a used fire truck as a short term alternative.
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Another big project this year was an update on all properties in Town.
We were very fortunate to have hired a very well qualified and well respected
individual in the field. As a result of the update all properties in Town are now
fairly assessed and taxed.
Most of Gilmanton now can subscribe to Cable TV. A small section of
Town still remains unserviced due to a problem with poles being installed.
By next July, the enhanced 9-1-1 system will be in operation in our Town.
The whole Town will be renumbered and some road names will be changed by
necessity to avoid confusion with similar sounding names.
The Town has continued to pick away at repairs and improvements on
Town buildings with the help of our Buildings Committee members. As the
Town Fathers, we feel it is our duty to maintain and preserve the beauty of these
buildings.
This Board has worked very hard in filling your mandates from the 1994
Town Meeting. We are always willing to listen to your ideas, and suggestions
to better run our Town.
Respectfully submitted,





REPORT OF TOWN BUILDINGS COMMITTEE
During 1994, restoration was continued at the Old Town Hall and the
Academy - Town Offices with the aim of rendering the buildings safe, useful and
attractive for official town and community needs.
At the Old Town Hall, the driveway and parking lot were regraded and
received the first coat of pavement. Costs for this project were met through
interest income from the Isaiah Robinson Fund. Town funds provided for
painting the rear side of the building, and for sealing the handicap ramp with
preservative.
Private donations to the Phase II fund continue to be vital for refurbishing
both buildings. In 1994, items added to the Old Town Hall auditorium included
100 chairs, 6 new tables, a coat rack and 2 chair dollies. A new American flag
and another 10' x 3' rug in the front entrance were gifts from residents. The
stage curtains and valance were cleaned and fire-proofed. Another resident
donated the coat for removing pine stumps on the easterly side of the building.
At the Academy - Town Offices building, interior refinishing is still
needed in the auditorium and main stairway. During 1994, the back hall at the
foot of the stairs was painted two coats, and a crash bar was installed on the door
leading to the covered porch and stairway to the parking lot.
It is important to have ongoing attention to the needs of both these
buildings and their grounds. It is very evident that there are many people willing









This year, 1994, proved to be very challenging for the fire department.
A record number of emergency calls included 127 fire related responses and 148
medical aid requests, totaling 275.
The Gilmanton Fire Department is unique as compared to other area Fire
Departments. Four separate divisions work closely together to meet the needs of
the community; Fire, Ambulance, Building/Code Enforcement, and the Health
Department which are staffed by your full-time Fire Chief and Deputy Fire Chief.
The emergency operations are supported by a dedicated and highly trained staff
of a forty person call force. Two call deputies and five captains assist the full-
time staff in the general operations of the engine and rescue companies.
Our active college smdent intern program for the fire protection
curriculum is a model that several other area departments are considering. We
appreciate the many hours that these men and women provide to our community.
Norman Skantze resigned as the departments first full-time fire chief, on
September 1. Deputy Chief Moorehead served commendably as acting chief
during the interim, without disruption of service to the community.
At the request of the budget committee, a review of the structure,
responsibilities, and financial aspects of the fire department were completed.
Overwhelming community support reinforced the direction that the department is
heading. This review assisted in refocusing and highlighting the need for change
in the following areas:
1. Reorganization of the Building/Code Enforcement and Health
Departments. Application processing and clerical functions are now being
handled at the Town Hall/Selectmen's office. This change means that all
applications for building permits, renovations, septic systems, etc., may
be obtained at the Town Hall. The Fire Chief and Deputy Chief are still
responsible for site inspections, code enforcement and health
investigations.
2. Ambulance billing rates have been restrucmred to reflect current
Medicare allowable rates.
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The ambulance division continues to provide service at an advanced care
level. Basic Emergency Care Providers are supplemented by Intermediates and
Paramedic level practitioners. Many times patients are receiving the same level
of care provided by the hospital's emergency department at their residence or
enroute to the hospital.
In meeting the challenges of today, the fire department's administration
and members will be requesting the support of the community to purchase a new
fire truck to replace 9M1, which was retired from service in 1993. This truck will
be the main attack truck for the Iron Works Station. Engine 3, the only other
attack truck at the Iron Works Station, will need to be completely refurbished or
replaced also. The Selectmen, Budget Committee and Fire Department are
collectively reviewing options regarding Engine 3, for your consideration.
The Gilmanton Fire Department Association continues to spearhead the
building of a new fire station in the Comer's. Land has been purchased just west
of the current fire station which will meet the needs of the community for many
years. A fire station/post office model will be available for review at town
meeting. The Association is responsible for financing the project and it is
expected to place little or no financial impact on the community or individual
taxpayers.
Reflecting on these challenging times we appreciate the continued support
of the Selectmen, the various committees, the town departments and personnel.
We are especially proud of the men and women who serve as members, and their




Carl E. Moorehead Paul J. Hempel III Richard H. Stevens
Deputy Chief Deputy Chief Deputy Chief
Operations Iron Works Station Corners Station
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This year saw a culmination of some of the transition the department was going through
in 1993. Officer Loren Ackerman graduated from the 102nd New Hampshire Police Academy.
Sgt. Vincent Baiocchetti completed the Technical Accident Reconstruction requirements through
the New Hampshire Police Standards and Training Council which makes him one of sixty
officers in the State to hold this level of training.
This year experienced a marked increase in complaints we took from the citizenry. In
1993, we received 1380 complaints and this year we received 1563 or a thirteen percent
increase. There was a significant increase in domestic situations which rose from 19 in 1993
to 30 this year. House burglaries and vandalism complaints showed decreases. A complete
summary of activity is listed below.
As predicted, rabies occurred in Gilmanton in significant numbers. There were 11
confirmed cases through the Bureau of Disease Control which makes Gilmanton one of the
highest towns in the State for confirmed cases. As a result, we have had to train and equip our
officers to handle these sick animals. The problem will be ongoing and the 1995 budget reflects
funds to mimunize our officers against exposure to the disease.
One last word on rabies! State law requires dogs and cats to be immunized for rabies.
It is important we follow through with this to ensure the safety of our pets and to ensure this
deadly disease is not brought into our homes.
This year we undertook the important task of immunizing our staff against Hepatitis B.
This is a long process which is accomplished in three phases that take several months to
complete and we are near completion.
The department brought 398 cases to court and of that 74 cases went to trial. The arson
involving the Stuempfig residence on Guinea Ridge was brought to a successful disposition. A
lot of hours went into the resolution of this case and I would like to acknowledge the Gilmanton
Fire Department, Belmont Police Department, NH Fire Marshal's Office, Belknap County
Attorney Loren Noether, and the staff at the Gilmanton Police Department for a job well done.
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The activity of the Department is as follows
THE DEPARTMENT OF EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
Recently the Department of Civil Defense was restructured and renamed
as the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) with the emphasis on
namral and man-made emergencies, rather than war-time or military. Branches
of FEMA include the New Hampshire Office of Emergency Management
(NHOEM) and our own local Department.
With the cooperation of all other Town agencies, we have developed an
Emergency Management Master Plan to provide organization and assistance in the
event of a prolonged power failure, hurricane, storm, or any other form of
disaster. Only through the formation of this Office and plan may we become
eligible for physical and financial relief from State and Federal Agencies, as well
as grant money applications.
The Board of Selectmen has also chosen to budget a minimal amount for
the house and lot numbering process through this Department. Scheduled to take
place in early July of this year, each parcel of land in town will be scientifically
assigned a Road or Street number, which is a NYNEX requirement before the E-
911 Emergency Reporting System can be put in place.
Through a totally upgraded radio conmiunications system, every Town
Agency, Police, Fire, Highway, Ambulance and Administration, are in common
contact, even through power or telephone failure. The Gilmanton Iron Works
Fire Station has been designated as the Town's Emergency Operations Center
(EOC) and the Town Hall as Emergency Shelter, by virtue of its space, auxiliary
power, and accessibility.
We sincerely hope none of these services will be called upon, but in the





GILMANTON HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT ANNUAL REPORT
The highway department consists of three fiall time employee's, Charles Thurber,
Paul Perkins, and Andrew Stockwell. Whom are supervised by the road agent, Robert
Potter, Jr.
In the summer months we work on maintaining the roads both gravel and tar. The
gravel roads are graded regularly, and ditched when conditions permit. It takes
approximately one week to grade all the gravel roads, and longer to ditch them. The tar
roads are maintained with cold patch to fill in any potholes. Each year we have a
program which consists of cleaning ditches, and asphalt sealing of paved roads. The
asphalt sealing was done on Crystal Lake Road from just after the Crystal Lake Ball
Park, to the entrance of Hidden Valley Road. Mountain Road from Crystal Lake Road,
to the entrance of Canney Hill Road. Elm Street by Bauman's Garage in the I.W., and
Old Stage Road from Beauty Hill Road, to the end on Route 107.
The replacement of culverts is also summer maintenance. We replaced two culverts
in ledge on Upper City Road with the use of explosives, and created a ditch line to stop
the problem of ice build up in the winter months. We installed 25 new culverts, and
reset many culverts that were repaired, in order to save tax dollars.
Locations of New Culverts Installed in 1994
Middle Route - 2
Griffin Road - 1
Bunker Lane - 2
Cogswell Road - 1
Gale Road - 1
Crystal Lake Road - 4
Burke Road - 1
Beauty Hill Road - 1
Guinea Ridge - 2
Meadow Pond Road - 3
Page Road - 1
Old Stage Road - 1
Sawtooth Road - 2
Stone Road - 1
Upper City Road - 2
Summer maintenance also included the removal of the blind curve on Loon Pond
Road located on the gravel portion of road by the Caldon residence. The highway
personal also helped with traffic control on the curve by the entrance of the Potter Farm
Road. The machine work was "donated" by Bob Potter & Sons, and Tim Riel to remove
the maple tree's, and excavate the comer for better visibility, and public safety.
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The highway department also takes care of emergencies that arise. For instance
washouts, blown down trees, and winter maintenance, etc. Winter maintenance program
is the most difficult for the highway department since it means dealing with the most
circumstances of public
safety. There are 5 trucks hired to plow 72 miles of roads. Each route takes at least 5
hours to cover once, that means to plow jach road once, or to sand every road once.
When there is 2" of snow we start plowing, or when the storm is finished, which ever
comes first. Rain makes it difficult for us by changing the roads to ice and making it
more difficult for you in your vehicles. When the conditions are hard for you to stay in
the roads, it is just as bad for us! When you're dealing with mother nature, you can't
win. We just try to stay as close to one step behind her as possible!
I would like to thank all of the other departments for all of the assistance they have
given to us. I would also like to thank everyone for being patient and understanding.
Many thanks to everyone involved with the highway department!
Respectfully Submitted,
Robert L. Potter, Jr.
Gilmanton Highway Agent
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1. Wheelabrator Concord Company Service Fees $2,435,200.
Reconciliation and Recycled Tons




a. Operation and Maintenance $818,772.
b. Bond and Loan Payments 450,168.
c. Expansion Sinking Fund 621,483.
d. Closure Fund 151.399.
e. Long Term Maintenance Fund 16,802.
2,058,624.
4. Cooperative Expenses, Consultants & Studies 333,978.
TOTAL 1995 BUDGET $4,952,802.
5. Less - interest, surplus, recycles tons &
communities over GAT applied to 1995 Budget (438,000)
Net to be raised by Co-op Communities $4,514,802.
1995 GAT of 112,869 and Net Budget of $4,514,752 =
Tipping Fee of $40.00 per ton
1994 marked our fifth complete year of successful operations. Some items
which may be of interest follow:
The tonnage delivered to the plant by the Cooperative this year was
116,510. This was an increase of 9,621 tons over 1993, or a 9%
increase. 1994 was the second straight year that the Cooperative went
over GAT. Our GAT for 1994 was 105,634 tons and 1 16,510 tons were
actually delivered. A total of 67,765 tons of ash were delivered to the
landfill for disposal. The landfill continues to operate well.
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The 1995 budget reflects a decrease in the tipping fee of $.50 per ton.
This is the first time that the Co-op has been able to reduce the tipping fee
for the communities.
The ash paving demonstration project in Laconia continues to be
monitored by UNH. The final report and permitting are to be completed
early this spring. All is going well with the project.
The maintenance building which was budgeted in 1994 was completed in
March of 1994. The project cost was on budget and is providing the
maintenance and storage space we had hoped for.
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GILMANTON PLANNING BOARD
There was an increase in the number of Subdivision, Site Plan and
Boundary Line Adjustment applications received by the Board during 1994. The
Board also reviewed several Conservation Easements.
Members attended public hearings on the continuing proposal for the
Route 106 upgrades, requesting modifications in the State's plans to address
concerns of how abutting properties will be impacted.
The Board met with the Economic Development Commission during 1994
in regards to their efforts to promote economic development in Gilmanton.
As a result of the Zoning Amendments adopted by the town at the 1994
Town Meeting, the Board held public hearings and adopted amendments to the
Site Plan Review Regulations dealing with Business Directional Signs which are
now available for businesses within the Town.
The Board is currently investigating G.LS. mapping available through the
Lakes Region Plarming Commission and in conjunction with the current State 91
1
mapping of the Town.
The Board would like to take this opportunity to thank both Carolyn
Baldwin and Nancy Girard for their years of service to the Town as Members of
the Planning Board.
George Twigg, III, Chairman
Sarah Thorne, Vice Chairman










ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENTS
The Zoning Board of Adjustments (ZBA) held ten meetings during 1994
to hear sixteen zoning requests. This was a marked difference from the past
number of years when ZBA activities were quite active.
The Board heard three Appeals from Administrative Decisions, and
approved all three. Three Variances were requested with two approved and one
denied. Thirteen Special Exceptions were requested and all were approved.
Several joint meetings with the Plaiming Board were held in order to avoid
the applicants from having to attend separate meetings with the Planning Board
and the ZBA and to review matters of interest by both boards with regard to the
zoning regulations and their application to the citizens of Gilmanton.
All residents of Gilmanton are invited to the meetings of the ZBA which





1994 was a year of changes for the conservation Commission with the
resignation of several members and the introduction of two new townspeople with
professional credentials. With the help of Tim Bertrand and Melissa McEvoy,
the Commission was able to keep on track and expand its wetland study. The
Town was divided into nine watersheds where at least one to five wetlands from
each watershed were assessed, for a total of twenty four. These represented
wetlands greater than 5 acres, f or a total of 4% of the total acreage of Gilmanton.
This smdy will be available to Town boards as well as the general public by mid
summer 1995.
The Commission in keeping with its commitment to provide education,
was able to send Mandy Forsyth to a conservation camp sponsored by the Society
for the Protection of New Hampshire Forests. At this camp Ms. Forsyth was
assigned a task involving the improvement of landscape features at the new
Raymond High School. This week long program involved field trips to the site
and discussion with knowledgeable people. A formal presentation of their efforts
was later presented to the Town officials of Raymond. Parents are reminded that
any Gilmanton student interested in attending a conservation camp in 1995,
should contact a Conservation Commission member by mid May. In the past,
scholarships have been given to the Audubon Society and the Society for the
Protection of NH Forests conservation camps.
The Commission is aware of the tremendous amount of information as
well as regulations, concerning environmental issues. That is why we hope you
will use the information racks located in the Academy and the Gilmanton Iron
Works Library. There is a bulletin that lists all the available fact sheets and
regulations from the State Department of Environmental Services. Residents also
need to remember that State law requires a permit to be obtained before changes
may occur to any wetland area. Applications for these permits may be acquired
from the Town Clerk.
The Conservation Commission members are willing to help any resident
in Town with any questions or problems regarding the environment.
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LAKES REGION PLANNING COMMISSION
The Lakes Region Planning Commission (LRPC) is a voluntary association of local
communities designated by area towns as the organization that brings towns and cities within the
Region together. By associating and pooling resources, local governments have a highly trained
professional staff available to them for a wide variety of services. Areas of current expertise
include land use and transportation planning, master planning, environmental planning, capital
improvement programming, economic and community development, housing, fiscal and
environmental impact analysis, geographic information systems and computerized cartography,
household hazardous waste collections and site plan review. Communities may also obtain the
services of a professional planner on a regular basis through our circuit rider program or on a
fee basis. The Commission also provides a framework to protect and further the interests of our
communities with the state and federal government.
Your support helps the LRPC maintain a comprehensive regional planning effort and
enables the Commission to perform various projects and activities for regional benefit. Over
the past year the LRPC:
* Provided consultation and assistance to thirty-one member communities.
* Met repeatedly with federal and state officials and agency representatives to
influence policy and help keep the Region an active participant in many ongoing
programs.
* Contracted and coordinated the 11th, and largest, regional household hazardous
waste program in the Lakes Region serving over twenty municipalities in a one day super
collection.
* Sponsored fall and spring sessions of the N.H. Law Lecture Series.
* Served as a Board Member of the Belknap County Economic Development
Council, a country-wide initiative for economic betterment.
* Initiated work on an innovative smdy of the Route 16 corridor from the seacoast
to Errol, NH, in coordination with the N.H. Dept. of Transportation and three other
regional planning commissions.
* Completed a draft update of the regional housing needs assessment in the Lakes
Region as mandated by state statute for local housing plans.
* Initiated work on an agreement through the Scenic Byways program which will
enable us to computerize and display historic sites using GIS and scanning technology
for the benefit of the Lakes Region Heritage Tourism Roundtable.
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* Completed the Manual of Model Ordinances: a comprehensive report on best
management practices containing model ordinances for shoreland protection, subsurface
disposal systems, erosion and sedimentation control and wetlands protection. The report
was prepared with support from many people including the N.H. Department of
Environmental Services, Belknap and Carroll County Conservation Districts and the
North Country Resource Conservation and Development Area, Inc.
* Submitted another application to the N.H. Department of Environmental Services
to continue implementation efforts identified in Phase I of the Lake Winnipesaukee
Watershed Project.
* Completed a major update of the Overall Economic Development Program
(OEDP) which enables members to apply for economic development funding assistance
from the U.S. Economic Development Administration.
* Participated in other regionally significant economic development efforts
including, membership on the Newfound Economic Development Council's Mitigation
Fund Advisory Committee, Legislative Conference Center Committee, Governor's State
Park Advisory Committee, Ossipee Valley Chamber of Commerce EDA proposal and
the Franklin Economic Development and Revitalization Committee.
* Reorganized the regional transportation advisory committee to a technical advisory
committee for the purpose of improving regional representation and identifying projects
for inclusion in the update of transportation plans and programs.
* Initiated a regional wide land use and transportation inventory to support
Department of Transportation efforts leading to the development of a statewide
transportation model.
* Continued to be a planning information resource center for all municipalities,
including the maintenance of an affiliate state data center of U.S. Census information.
* Continued to administer and participate in a number of master plan updates
throughout the Region including, but not necessarily limited to Holdemess, Sanbornton
and Tamworth.
* Prepared a comprehensive soils capability analysis of the Newfound River
Watershed identifying areas with high to low development capability in cooperation with
the NaUiral Resource Conservation Service and the N.H. Department of Environmental
Services.
We look forward to serving your community during the coming year. Please feel free
to contact us at 279-8171 whenever we can be of assistance.
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GILMANTON HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION
In 1994, the Historic District Commission had an active year. We met
seven times to review appHcations regarding changing the exterior of buildings
or requests for new structures. We also had several workshops with property
owners regarding their ideas for renovations. These workshops were conducted
to explain the purpose of the regulations and to assist the land owner in their
application for construction permits. Committee members have volunteered an
increasing amount of time this year, and we are willing to meet with any person
or group to discuss a proposed construction or development prior to submission
of applications, and any ideas regarding the Commission's activities.
The Historic District commission continued the ongoing photography
project which involves photographing homes in both the Smith Meetinghouse
District and the Gilmanton Comer District, as well as collecting old photos of
homes in order to create a historic document that can be used to show future
generations what the historic district looked like before the turn of the century.
The Historic District Commission voted unanimously to oppose a petition
on the ballot in March which would remove two houses from the Gilmanton
Comer district. The Commission opposes this petition, as one house is one of
the oldest in the district and the second house was built in compliance with the
regulations. More importantly, there has to be a boundary line if we are to
preserve a certain area of the community. To take out one of the most historic
houses in the district is contrary to the district's establishment. We hope that the
community will vote against this petition that is on the ballot in March. The
adoption of this petition is also not recommended by the Town Planning Board,
which had a lengthy hearing on the subject.
Townspeople should know that other communities have requested our
regulations because of the practical approach we have taken in assisting people
to preserve the exterior of homes and encouraging architectural compatibility in
both districts.
Gilmanton is proud of its special place in American history. Some of this
pride is reflected on the homes and public buildings within the historic districts.





GILMANTON CORNER LfflRARY 1994
RECEIPTS:
Cash on hand 28.88
















Our thanks to Barbara Seibel, Helen Donaldson, Barbara Osier and
Beverly Robbins for the generous giving of their time on behalf




GILMANTON IRON WORKS LIBRARY
Receipts
Balance on hand, December 31, 1993
Town Approriation
Gifts































Pauline E. Downing, Trustee
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LOWER GILMANTON LffiRARY REPORT
















SMITH MEETINGHOUSE CEMETERY ASSOCIATION
Receipts
BEECH GROVE CEMETERY ASSOCIATION
Receipts














Trustees of Trust Funds, Perp. Care
J.M.N. Enterprises, Inc.
Town & Country Reprographics, Inc.
Laconia Citizen












PINE GROVE CEMETERY ASSOCIATION
Receipts
Cash on hand January 1, 1994 $ 366.30
Transferred from Savings Account 2,900.00
Sale of Lot #1913c - Robert Clay 150.00
Received for care of lots not in Perpetual Care 80.00
$3,496.30
Payments
The Insurance Exchange $1,050.00
Internal Revenue 245.18
Belmont Hardware 64.76
The Country Grainery 202.30
Donald Fife - Labor & Equipment 75.00
Fred L. Twombly - Labor ($707.00 less S.S. $54.08) 652.92
Fred L. Twombly - Use of Trimmer 9.00
David M. Bickford - Labor ($896.00 less S.S. $68.54) 827.46
David M. Bickford - Expenses 104.04
$3,230.66
Cash on hand December 31, 1994 265.64
$3,496.30
Savings Account
Farmington National Savings Bank - January 1, 1994 $ 8,493.31
From Trustees of Trust Funds 3,830.00
Interest Earned on Account 197.61
$12,520.92
Withdrawals
Transferred to Checking Account $2,900.00





Balance, January 1, 1994 $1,105.01
Received:
Laconia Savings - Interest 24.87
Sale of Lots 600.00
Burial Fees 200.00
Trust Funds (Mowing) 248.00
Total Received $1,072.87
Paid Out:
Laconia Savings - Checks 10.25
Stephen Winchester - Sexton Fee 50.00
To Trust Funds for Perpetual Care
(Lots 21, 22, 131, 132) 600.00
Abatron Epoxy (Stone Repair) 57.09
Total Paid Out 715.34
Balance, December 31, 1994 $1,460.54
Ongoing work at the cemetery this year included the discovery of several head
stones and the repair of several others. We acquired a granite gate post donated
by Martin Small and Lois Lowery of Sanbomton. There was one burial, George
Sordellini.
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GILMANTON PARKS AND RECREATION COMMISSION
The fencing at Crystal Lake Park was finished this year, a gate was put
up in the parking lot to prevent unwanted dumping and the creation of a stump
dump. An attempt was made at cleaning the public beach on Loon Pond and
making it look a little better.
Gilmanton Parks and Recreation sponsored a trip to Wallis Sands State
Park in June, provided Red Cross Swimming lessons for the children, and also
paid for a full time attendant to work at Crystal Lake Park.
The Commission co-sponsored the 4th of July dance and the New Year's
dance at the Academy and worked with Gilmanton Youth Organization again this
year.








REPORT FOR GILMANTON TOWN REPORT
1994 LEGISLATURE
We can be proud that New Hampshire has funded several important
changes in health care. Among them is insurance, with more coverage for small
businesses, community rating and elimination of pre-existing conditions.
Eligibility for Medicaid was expanded for low income families. Home care
programs to access community services, thus keeping people at home, were
started.
There was refinement to the Shoreline protection act and smoking area
restrictions. Cemetery laws were updated and recodified, and New Hampshire
now has its own veterans' cemetery. The striped bass is now the state salt water
fish and we have one-day family fishing licenses. Laws are now stricter for
stalking and sexual assault.
Looking forward to 1995, problems to solve include: auto emission
testing and regulation, death with dignity and kindergarten assistance. We will
look at the need for a new prison, revamping the education system (changing
SAU's), the University System bureaucracy and the juvenile justice system.
Always, what we do will depend on funds available. The House has more
veteran legislators than the Senate and we hope our joint efforts will produce the
needed answers.
I have enjoyed the Concord work, the county work, and most of all, the
constituent work.
Thank you.






The Economic Development Commission is a volunteer citizen group
organized to promote economic development, growth and vitality in the
community.
Currently, the EDC is coordinating the Civic Profile Program for the town
to undergo in April, 1995. This is a joint project between the UNH Cooperative
Extension Service and the EDC. The program consists of two meetings whereby
the community is invited to discuss and develop short and long term goals for the
community as well as how to improve and enhance the Town's infrastructure to
implement these goals.
Some of the ways in which the EDC plans to utilize the input from
citizens obtained at the Civic Profile meeting is:
a. To assist the EDC in structuring its development efforts;
b. To support a review of our current regulations and organizational
strucmre to promote the economic and cultural growth in
the community;
c. To identify areas of how the different town boards and
organizations can work together and with citizens, to improve the
communication and cooperation between these agencies and the
community.
All of these goals are essential to not only the promotion of Gilmanton as
a dynamic and thriving community, but to also enhance the quality of services
provided to citizens.
The results of the Civic Profile will shape much of the EDC's work for
the upcoming year as it looks to review current regulations and to promote and




REPORT OF NEW BEGINNINGS TO THE CITIZENS OF GILMANTON
On behalf of New Beginnings, I would like to thank the Town of
Gilmanton for its continued support. Your $500.00 allocation for 1993-1994
assisted us in providing emergency services, advocacy and support to victims of
domestic and sexual violence.
Publicity surrounding the issue of domestic and sexual violence and its
devastating effects on families and children has resulted in a significant increase
in requests for our services. Our records indicate that we had 14 contacts with
Gilmanton residents in 1992, 30 contacts in 1993, and 30 contacts in 1994. In
addition, 170 other contacts for services were not identified by town. Our agency
documented over 899 requests for service and provided 673 bed-nights of shelter
in 1994.
As you know. New Beginnings staffs a 24-hour crisis line solely with
volunteers, operates a full-time shelter for women and children and safe homes
for male victims, provides support and advocacy at court, the hospital, police
stations and social service agencies, offers peer support groups for victims of
domestic violence and sexual assault, assists with needs assessment, case
management and housing options, and does community outreach and education
programs for teens and adults. All our services are provided free of charge.
We are members of the state-wide New Hampshire Coalition Against
Domestic and Sexual Violence, promoting statewide networking and resource
sharing among domestic violence and sexual assault programs. The Coalition is
the evaluating body and administrator of state and federal contracts that provide
subsidiary funding for member programs and advocates for legislative change that
affects victims of domestic and sexual assault.
We greatly appreciate the solid support of the Gilmanton community. We
are dedicated to human service, social responsibility and fiscal accountability.
New Beginnings represents a very finite portion of the Gilmanton budget but the
returns are immeasurable. We welcome your participation in our efforts to insure
a world of safety for ourselves and our children. Volunteers are always needed






HIDDEN VALLEY SCOUT RESERVATION
DANIEL WEBSTER COUNCIL
BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
Hidden Valley Scout Reservation has been a part of Gilmanton for many
years, first starting as a private camp and then owned and operated by
Norumbega Council of Newton, Massachusetts. This year marks the 25th year
of operation of Daniel Webster Council, BSA, serving youth from New
Hampshire and beyond. We have extended our service by providing summer
camp program opportunities to disabled children for the Easter Seal Society of
New Hampshire for the past several years.
Several years ago the Daniel Webster Council joined with the Land
Conservation Investment Program of the State of New Hampshire in granting a
conservation easement over the Hidden Valley property which included Camp
Bell (formerly Camp Leo). The conservation easement helps to preserve forever
the wilderness setting over the property and assures a wonderful experience and
setting for youth programs.
The easement further entitles public access for hiking, mountain biking,
cross country skiing, snow shoeing and snowmobiling over the trail system of the
camp. Motorized wheeled vehicles are prohibited. Trail maps are available at
the Ranger's office at the camp entrance off Alton Mountain Road. All visitors
are asked to sign in at the Ranger's office. Hunting is allowed during the season
and hunters are required to check with the Ranger staff.
Hidden Valley is happy to have and continue to support Gilmanton by
offering its facilities, Winter and COPE Programs to the school, the property for
fire department training experiences and police for shooting range qualifications.
We have and plan to continue to support Gilmanton through annual donations to
the Fire Department, Town of Gilmanton, property taxes and timber harvest
taxes.
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Ralph Forsyth, Chairperson Term Expires 1995
Hammond Brown Term Expires 1995
Thomas O' Flaherty Term Expires 1996
Jane Sisti Term Expires 1997
Cheryl Stafford Term Expires 1996
Superintendent of Schools
Richard W. Ayers









Regular Meeting School Board





THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District of the Town of Gilmanton in the County of
Belknap and State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote upon District Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Academy at Gilmanton Comers in said district on
Tuesday, the Fourteenth Day of March, 1995, at 10:00 O'Clock in the forenoon to vote for
District Officers:
(1) To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year,
(2) To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year,
(3) To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year,
(4) To choose two members of the School Board for the ensuing three years,
(5) To choose two members of the School Board for the ensuing year.
Polls will not close before 7:00 p.m.
The foregoing procedure calling for election of your District Officers at the aimual Town
Meeting is authorized by statute (RSA 297: A) and adopted by the District.




Thomas O' Flaherty, Jr.
Jane Sisti
Cheryl Stafford









STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District of Gilmanton in the County of Belknap, State
of New Hampshire, qualified to vote on District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Gilmanton Elementary School on Saturday, the




To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Two
Million Six Hundred Thirty-eight Thousand Dollars ($2,638,000) for the
purpose of an addition to the Gilmanton School on Route 140, Gilmanton
Iron Works, New Hampshire, to include equipment and furnishings,
architectural fees, site development, professional services, and any items
incident to and/or necessary for said construction;
and that such appropriation shall be raised by the issuance and sale of
bonds or notes on the credit of the Gilmanton School District in
accordance with the provision of RSA Ch. 33, as amended;
and that the Gilmanton School Board be authorized to determine:
(1) the time and place of payments of principal and interest,
(2) the rate of interest,
(3) the provision for the sale of notes and/or bonds, and
(4) all other matters in connection therewith, or to take any other
action relative thereto.
(Not recommended by the Budget Committee)
To see if the District will vote to approve the cost items included in the
recently negotiated collective bargaining agreement reached between the
Gilmanton School Board and the Gilmanton Education Association which






and further to raise and appropriate the sum of Thirty-four Thousand One
Hundred Eighty-Eight Dollars ($34,188) for the 1995-96 fiscal year, such
sum representing the additional cost attributable to the increase in salaries
and benefits over those paid in the prior fiscal year.
ARTICLE III. To determine and appoint the salaries of the School Board and truant
officer, and fix the compensation of any other officers or agents of the
District.
ARTICLE IV. To hear the report of the Agents, Auditors, and Committees, and pass any
vote relating thereto.
ARTICLE V. To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and appropriate
for the support of schools, for salaries of school district officers and
agents, and for the payment of stamtory obligations of the District.
ARTICLE VI. To transact any other business which may legally come before this
meeting.














1994 ANNUAL GILMANTON SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
MARCH 17, 1994
The 1994 Annual Gilmanton School District Meeting was held at the Gilmanton School
on March 17, 1994, commencing at 7:30 p.m. The meeting was called to order by the
Moderator, George Roberts, Jr. with the following School Board members present: Chairman
Roger Burlingame, John Ball, Ralph Forsyth, William Philpot and Cheryl Stafford.
ARTICLE 1: To determine and appoint the salaries of the Gilmanton School Board and
truant office, and fix the compensation of any other officers or agents of the District.
Article 1 was motioned to acceptance by John Ball and seconded by Ralph Forsyth.
Article 1 was adopted by a majority voice vote.
ARTICLE 2: To hear the report of the Agents, Auditors and Committees,
Superintendent, School Board or Committees of the School District, and to take any vote or
necessary action with reference thereto.
Article 2 was motioned to acceptance by Cheryl Stafford and seconded by Roger
Burlingame. Article 2 was adopted by a majority voice vote.
ARTICLE 3: To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate as a supplemental
appropriation, in addition to the general appropriation made at the 1993 annual school district
meeting, the sum of Twenty-Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000) to offset unanticipated costs of
special education placements and services. The amount of $25,000 will be derived by excess
revenues received during fiscal year 1993-1994 and will not be raised by taxation.
Article 3 was motioned to acceptance by Roger Burlingame and seconded by Cheryl
Stafford.
Discussion occurred concerning Article 3. Moderator George Roberts called the motion
to a stand-up vote. Results of the vote were 74 in the affirmative and 84 in the negative.
Article 3 was defeated by a stand-up vote.
ARTICLE 4: To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate as a deficit
appropriation, in addition to the general appropriation made at the 1993 annual school district
meeting, the sum of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000) to offset unanticipated costs of special
education placements and services.
Article 4 was motioned to acceptance by William Philpot and seconded by Ralph Forsyth.
Discussion of Article 4 occurred by members of the voting public, the School Board, and
the Budget Committee.
A motion was made by William Philpot to amend the figure to Thirty-Five Thousand
Dollars ($35,000). Motion was seconded by Roger Burlingame. Discussion occurred
concerning the amended figure.
The amended motion made by William Philpot was withdrawn by William Philpot.
Moderator George Roberts called the motion to a stand-up vote. Results of the vote were
106 in the affirmative and 75 in the negative. Article 4 was adopted by a stand-up vote.
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ARTICLE 3: To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate as a supplemental
appropriation, in addition to the general appropriation made at the 1993 annual school district
meeting, the sum of Twenty-Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000) to offset unanticipated costs of
special education placements and services. The amount of $25,000 will be derived by excess
revenues received during fiscal year 1993-1994 and will not be raised by taxation.
A motion was made by William Philpot to reconsider Article 3 . Motion to reconsider
was seconded by Cheryl Stafford. The motion to reconsider was adopted by a majority voice
vote.
A motion was made by Roger Burlingame and seconded by Cheryl Stafford to reconsider
accepting Article 3. Article 3 was adopted by a majority voice vote.
ARTICLE 5: To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the amount of
Thirty-Five Thousand Dollars ($35,000) for the purpose of recognizing the estimated amount
of Federal funds available to the district for the 1994-1995 fiscal year. Such funds shall be
available through grants and not raised by taxation.
Article 5 was motioned to acceptance by Cheryl Stafford and seconded by Roger
Burlingame. Discussion occurred concerning Article 5. Article 5 was adopted by a majority
voice vote.
ARTICLE 6: To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and appropriate
for the support of schools, for the salaries of School District officers and agents, and for the
payment of the statutory obligations of the District for the 1994-1995 fiscal year.
The motion was made by William Philpot to propose the figure of Three Million Four
Hundred Seventy-Two Thousand One Hundred Thirty-Three Dollars ($3,472,133). Motion was
seconded by Cheryl Stafford.
A motion was made by Jan Breton to amend the figure to three million four hundred
thirty thousand eight hundred sixty-six dollars ($3,430,866.00). Motion was seconded by a
member of the voting public.
A petition was submitted for a secret ballot vote. Moderator Roberts acknowledged the
request. Results of the ballot vote were 112 in the affirmative and 70 in the negative. The
amendment of Article 6 was passed by a ballot vote.
Moderator Roberts called the amended motion to a voice vote. Article 6 as amended was
adopted by a majority voice vote.
ARTICLE 7: To see if the District will vote to approve the cost items included in the
recently negotiated collective bargaining agreement reached between the Gilmanton School Board




AUDITOR'S REPORT ON FINANCIAL PRESENTATION
August 12, 1994
To the Members of the School Board
Gilmanton School District
Gilmanton, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the Gilmanton School
District as of and for the year ended June 30, 1994, as listed in the table of contents. These
general purpose financial statements are the responsibility of the School District's management.
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these general purpose financial statements based
on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the general purpose financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit
includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the
general purpose financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles
used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall general
purpose financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis
for our opinion.
As described in Note IB, the general purpose financial statements referred to above do not
include the General Fixed Assets Account group, which should be included to conform with
generally accepted accounting principles. The amount that should be recorded in the General
Fixed Assets Account Group is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omission described in the
preceding paragraph, the general purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly,
in all material respects, the financial position of the Gilmanton School District as of June 30,
1994, and the results of its operations for the year then ended in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose financial
statements taken as a whole. The combining and individual fund financial statements listed in
the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part
of the general purpose financial statements of the Gilmanton School District. Such information
has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general purpose financial
statements and, in our opinion, is fairly presented in all material respects in relation to the
general purpose financial statements taken as a whole.
Paul J. Mercier, Jr., CPA Copies of the entire audit are available
Plodzik & Sanderson at the Superintendent of School Office,















































FINANCIAL REPORT TO THE STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
SUBMITTED BY GILMANTON SCHOOL BOARD
JULY 1, 1993 - JUNE 30, 1994
EXPENDITURES
Elementary - General Fund
1 100 Regular Education Programs 984 ,272 . 93
1200 Special Education Programs 281,840.84
1400 Other Instructional Programs 14,890.85
2120 Guidance and Attendance 42,238.12
2130 Health 32,134.06
2140 Psychological 10,050.00
2150 Speech Pathology 24,461.48
22 1 Improvement of Instruction 1 4 ,988 .22
2220 Educational Media 51,592.17
2310 School Board 13,383.67
2320 Office of Superintendent 5 1 ,599 .46
2400 School Administration 161,064.24
2540 Operation and Maintenance of Plant 140,686.37
2550 Pupil Transportation 151,961.97
2600 Other Services
Total - Elementary Expendimres General Fund 1,975,164.38
High School - General Fund
1100 Regular Education Programs 966,957.04
1200 Special Education 45,812.92
2140 Psychological -0-
2310 School Board 4,611.91
2320 Office of Superintendent 1 8 , 1 29 . 54
2550 Pupil Transportation 84,547.22
Total High School Expendimres General Fund 1,120,058.63
District Wide - General Fund
1600 Adult Ed -0-
4000 Facilities Acquisition & Construction 85,579.46
5100 Debt Service (Land purchase included) 34,305.00
Transfer to Food Service 1,300.00
Total District Expendimres General Fund 121,184.46
Total Expenditures - General Fund 3,216,407.47
-92-
REVENUES
Revenue from Local Sources - General Fund
1121 Taxes - Current Appropriation 3,062,330.00
1122 Deficit Appropriation -0-
1500 Earnings and Investments 3,618.81
1600 Adult Ed. -0-
1990 Other Local Revenue 26,557.22
Total Revenue from Local Sources - General Fund 3,092,506.03
Revenue from State Sources - General Fund
3110 Foundation Aid 100,580.65
3210 School Building Aid 7,500.00
3240 Handicapped Aid 1,571.18
Total Revenue from state Sources - General Fund 109,651.83
Total General Fund Revenue 3,202,157.86
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FUND SURPLUS
Total Fund Surplus 7/1/93 3 1 , 865 . 54
Plus Reserved Fund Balance 17,500.00
Plus Revenues (see above) 3,202,157.86
Less Expenses 3,216,407.47
Fund Surplus 6/30/94 35,115.93
-93
LETTER FROM THE SCHOOL BOARD
The 1994-1995 school year is proving to be challenging, frustrating, yet rewarding. With the
resignation of many board members, we have had to replace them and feel that the new
members make the board strong and capable of dealing with problems and everyday business.
Once again, this September we welcomed a new principal, Maureen Delaney. She brought with
her new ideas and enthusiasm to do the very best for the students of Gilmanton School. She is
active in all facets of school business and activities, and enjoys interacting with all of the
students.
Through successful negotiations, the board and the teachers were able to agree on a contract for
the present year with only small word changes, and no monetary modifications. The teachers
and the board are pleased to report that we are presently negotiating a contract for the 1995-1996
school year.
The Space Needs Committee was formed this year to investigate how space is being utilized in
Gilmanton School. The committee's findings were handed over to a newly formed building
committee which formulated a plan to make necessary additions to the school. The conclusions
of these committees will be presented at the School District Meeting and the board encourages
your support and welcomes your input.
Again this year, money saved by volunteer efforts in completing projects required by the
American Disabilities Act. Volunteers constructed a complete handicapped bathroom in the
lower wing and completed necessary painting throughout the building.
Once again, all of the board members would like to thank all those who volunteered, be it
through construction, painting, or helping out in classrooms, your assistance is vital to the






LETTER FROM GILMANTON SCHOOL STAFF
Students at the Gilmanton School this past year have grown in all areas. Student activities
included: Student Council, School Newspaper, Drama Production, Spanish Club, Yearbook
Committee, Rain Forest - Grade 4, Jurassic Park - Middle School, Career Awareness Project -
Middle School, Boston Globe Stock Market Project in which our students placed fourth out of
29 contenders and were honored at a banquet in Boston, plus a myriad of other activities that
are ongoing.
Self-esteem was a focus this past year for students in our school. Students in our Middle School
organized a Meals on Wheels Program this past spring for our seniors in town. This program
was widely received and students felt good about themselves. The Good Citizenship Awards
that were implemented this past year allowed the students to feel a great sense of
accomplishment and something to strive for.
The Gilmanton School is on the verge of implementing many new programs, as teachers have
received training in the Advisor/Advisee Program, Inclusion, Alternative Assessment,
technology. Multi-age Classrooms, and Behavior Management. These initiatives need to be
further explored in detail as a willingness to participate exists now.
Community members who volunteered their time to continue to improve the Gilmanton School
has been ongoing and community members are seen in many capacities throughout the school:
providing entertainment, mtor, guest speaker, room parent, computer lab assistant, library
assistance, alternative ski day projects, and just helping wherever the need arises.
We are especially proud of our smdents here at the Gilmanton School - their educational
endeavors, community involvement, senses of school spirit and all they do to make our jobs
worthwhile.
Again, on behalf of the Gilmanton School Staff, our deepest appreciation to all who volunteer
during the year to help improve our school.
Respectfully Submitted,
The Gilmanton School Staff
-95
SALARIES OF GILMANTON TEACHERS
1994-95
The following information is for the present school year - 1994-95.



































REPORT OF THE GILMANTON SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM
FISCAL ENDING JUNE 30, 1994
Receipts
Beginning Balance $ 635.56
Sale of Student Lunches 34,098.45
Sale of Student Milk 3,908.50
Adult Sales 1,023.30
Sale of Student Breakfast 427.00
A La Carte 10,645.02
Federal Funds 25,540.00
State Funds 2,232.00




Food & Milk $35,160.93
Labor 39,631.72
New Equipment 1,747.89
Expendable Supplies 3 , 1 33 . 94
Equipment Repair 1,397.20
$80,971.68






AL AND ANNIE OILMAN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Following is that portion of Harold Oilman's will which pertains to the Board of Education of
the Town of Gilmanton. The three percent figure is equivalent to somewhat more than
$3,000.00.
"To distribute three (3%) to the Board of Education of the Town of Oilmanton,
New Hampshire, to be invested by it and its successors, in their discretion, and
the net income therefrom to be given to a deserving child or children to be
selected by the Superintendent of Schools of the Town of Oilmanton, New
Hampshire, and his successors, or other official of said school having supervision
of said children in the Town of Oilmanton, and to be known as the Al and Annie
Oilman Memorial Scholarship."
Awarded to: Catherine Bosiak
HOWARD AND MARY OSLER SCHOLARSHIP
(Established March, 1978)
YEAR AMOUNT RECIPIENT
1979 $25.00 Heidi Beck
1981 $25.00 David Einheimer
1982 $25.00 Stephen Boudette
1983 $25.00 Rachael Clark
1984 $25.00 Brianne Oreenfield
1985 $25.00 Neyah Margolis
1986 $25.00 Michael Fanning
1987 $25.00 Rachel Regan
1988 $25.00 Sonja Nieuwejaar
1989 $25.00 Heather Beaudry
1989 $25.00 Katherine Hughes
1990 $25.00 Abigail Roberts
1991 $25.00 Carmen Reed
1992 $25.00 Jamie Dube
1993 $25.00 Jessica Kirby
1994 $25.00 Benjamin Posner
THE AMY J. SELLIN MEMORIAL FUND
The Amy J. Sellin Memorial Fund was created in May 1973, by Thorsten Sellen, a Oilmanton
resident, for the purpose of awarding the annual income to the student of the graduation class
of the Oilmanton Elementary School who "has achieved the best scholastic record. If two such
students qualify equally, the award shall be equally divided between them."
Year Award Recipient
1994 $150.00 Joshua Onion
-98-
GILFORD MIDDLE HIGH SCHOOL
Students Attending Gilford High School
Residents of the Town of Gilmanton























































GILFORD MIDDLE HIGH SCHOOL
Students Attending Gilford High School
Residents of the Town of Gilmanton

















































































































GILMANTON SCHOOL DISTRICT ENROLLMENT
1994-1995
Gilmanton Financial Reports
Year Ending December 31, 1994

TOWN WARRANT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 10:00 AM TO 7:00 PM
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Gibnanton in the County of Belknap in said state,
qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at Gilmanton Academy in said Gilmanton on
Tuesday, the Fourteenth day of March 1995, next at 10:00 of the clock in the forenoon, to
act upon the following subjects:
ARTICLE #1: To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
ARTICLE #2: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #1 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Zoning Ordinance:
To clarify the Ordinance to allow non commercial storage buildings such as private garages,
sheds and barns to be constructed on building lots in any zone as the main building on the lot,
if otherwise undeveloped. (The Planning Board DOES support this amendment.)
YES No
ARTICLE #3: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #1 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Zoning Ordinance:
To clarify the Ordinance that a variance must be obtained in order to develop a lot that does not
have the minimum amount of frontage required in that zone by this Ordinance. (The Planning
Board DOES support this amendment.)
YES No
ARTICLE #4: Are you in favor of adopting the following Amendment as proposed BY
PETITION:
BY PETITION: "Are you in favor of removing Tax Map Lot #25-18-00 and Tax Map Ix)t




The following articles will be acted upon at the Gilmanton School on Saturday, March 18,
1995, at 10:00 AM:
ARTICLE #5: To see what sum of money the municipality will vote to raise and appropriate
for the support of Town Government and for the payment of the statutory obligations of the
municipality for the 1995 fiscal year.
ARTICLE #6: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Two Hundred
Twenty Five Thousand Dollars ($225,000), for the purchase of a new fire truck for the
Gilmanton Fire Department; to be paid for by authorizing the Selectmen to remove from the Fire
Truck Capital Reserve Fund $50,000. plus any accrued investment earning; the balance to be
paid for in cash from the unencumbered general fund surplus as of December 31, 1994.
($225,000)*
ARTICLE #7: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seventy
Thousand Dollars ($70,000) for the refurbishment of the Fire Department's Engine 3.
($40,000)*
ARTICLE #8: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seventy Five
Thousand Dollars ($75,000) for the construction of a new Town Highway Garage. The source
of funds for this project will be cash outlay with 50% or $37,500 going on the Town tax rate
and 50% or $37,500 reducing the unencumbered general fund surplus as of December 31, 1994.
($75,000)*
ARTICLE #9: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand
Five Hundred Dollars ($10,500) to purchase a new Highway sander. ($10,500)*
ARTICLE #10: To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund, to be named
"The Bridge Fund Capital Reserve Fund", for the purposes of construction and reconstruction
of Town bridges and to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000) to be
deposited in that Capital Reserve Fund. ($5,000)*
ARTICLE #11: To see if the Town will vote to establish an "Assessment Update Capital
Reserve Fund", for the purpose of contracting for an assessment update when the Town Meeting
determines that expending this Capital Reserve is appropriate, and to raise and appropriate the
sum of Eight Thousand Dollars ($8,000) to be deposited in that Capital Reserve Fund.
($8,000)*
ARTICLE #12: To see if the Town will vote to establish a "Revaluation Capital Reserve
Fund", for the purpose of performing a general reassessment of property when the Town
Meeting determines that expending this Capital Reserve is appropriate, and to raise and
appropriate the sum of Twenty Thousand Dollars ($20,000) to be deposited in that Capital
Reserve Fund. ($20,000)*
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ARTICLE #13: To see if the Town will vote to establish a "Tax Mapping Capital Reserve
Fund", for the purpose of drafting a new tax map when the Town Meeting determines that
expending this Capital Reserve is appropriate, and to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty
Thousand Dollars ($20,000) to be deposited in that Capital Reserve Fund. ($20,000)*
ARTICLE #14: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seventeen
Thousand, Eight Hundred Dollars ($17,800.00) to purchase service credit in the New Hampshire
Retirement System for Elizabeth R. Smithers, Town Clerk/Tax Collector. (Not Recommended
by Selectmen or Budget Committee) (By Petition)
ARTICLE #15: To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to adopt bylaws governing
the Gilmanton Landfill and Recycling Facility, and for all other purposes permitted by RSA 149-
M: 13, as that statute may be amended from time to time, including but not limited to the setting
of civil penalties for violating those bylaws.
ARTICLE #16: This petition is being set forth to see if the Town of Gilmanton, New
Hampshire will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen in accordance with the provisions of
RSA 80:42 III to convey to Lorraine Pard the lots of land located at 20 & 22 Musket Trail
shown as Lot 47/147/000, which was formerly owned by Stephen M. Pard and which was
deeded to the Town in the year 1994 by the Tax Collector, upon payment by Lorraine Pard of
all back taxes, accrued interest and costs to date of transfer.
ARTICLE #17: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to record deed
restrictions and retain the following parcels 45-25-00, 45-25-01, 45-23-00, 45-22-00, 45-27-00,
45-20-00, 45-33-00, 45-32-00, 45-31-04, 45-31-03, 45-31-02, 45-31-01, 45-31-00, 46-25-00,
46-26-00, 46-29-00, 46-36-03, 46-36-02, 46-36-01, 46-36-00, 46-38-00, 46-46-00, 46-49-00,
46-49-01, 46-62-00, 46-53-00, 46-54-00, 46-59-01, 46-09-00, 46-19-00, 45-15-00, 45-41-00,
45-44-00, 45-48-00, 45-48-01, 45-49-00 & 45-60-00 at Valley Shores, Shellcamp in Gilmanton
in perpemity for conservation and recreational purposes.
ARTICLE #18: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen and the Conservation
Commission to convey to the Sawyer Lake Village District, for conservation and recreational
purposes of the Village District, the following parcel of land acquired by the Gilmanton
Conservation Conmiission: Tax Map 10 Lot 02-32. Said property shall revert to the Town of
Gilmanton Conservation Commission in the event of dissolution of the Sawyer Lake Village
District or in the event that the Sawyer Lake Village District no longer wishes to retain the
property.
ARTICLE #19: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to convey to the
Sawyer Lake Village District, for the use and convenience of the Village District, the following
parcels of land acquired by tax title or otherwise: Tax Map 14 Lots 04-69 and 04-54 and Tax
Map 11 Lot 02-27 and Tax Map 11 Lot 02-06. Said property shall revert to the Town of
Gilmanton in the event of dissolution of the Sawyer Lake Village District or in the event that
the Sawyer Lake Village District no longer wishes to retain the property.
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ARTICLE #20: To see of the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to convey to the
Sawyer Lake Village District, for conservation purposes, the following parcels of land acquired
by tax title or otherwise: Tax Map 10 Lot 02-00; Tax Map 10 Lot 02-08; Tax Map 10 Lot 02-
60; Tax Map 10 Lot 02-61; Tax Map 10 Lot 03-07; Tax Map 10 Lot 03-08; Tax Map 28 Lot
01-27; Tax Map 28 Lot 04-00; Tax Map 23 Lot 01-93. Said property shall revert to the Town
of Gilmanton in the event of dissolution of the Sawyer Lake Village District or in the event that
the Sawyer Lake Village District no longer wishes to retain the property.
ARTICLE #21: Shall the Town of Gilmanton open the polls at 7:00 A.M. for State Primary
and General Elections beginning 1996? (By Petition.)
ARTICLE #22: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept on
behalf of the town gifts, legacies, and devises made to the Town in trust for any public purpose
as permitted by RSA 31:19.
ARTICLE #23: To see if the town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell by sealed bid
or public auction any vehicles or equipment as they deem surplus to the Town's needs.
ARTICLE #24: To see if the Town will authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept any
dedicated street only if the street corresponds in its location and lines with a street shown on a
subdivision plat or site plan approved by the Planning Board, or on the official map, or on a
street plat made and adopted by the Board in accordance with RSA 674:40-a. Also, the street
must have been "dedicated" by the landowner, meaning the landowner has indicated some intent
to have the Town take over the road. The Selectmen must also hold a public hearing on the
proposed acceptance before voting. This Article shall automatically remain in effect until
rescinded.
ARTICLE #25: To hear the reports of any Committees chosen and pass any votes relative
thereto.
* Amounts enclosed in parentheses are items approved by the Budget Committee.
Given under our hands and seal this Seventeenth day of February, in the year of our Lord
Nineteen Hundred and Ninety Five.




A true copy of Warrant - Attest:





TOWN OF GILHANTON, NH - BUDGET COMMITTEE ARTICLE 10 GENERAL
RECOMMENDED 1995 TOWN BUDGET
FEBRUARY 11, 1995
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FEBRUARY 11, 1995
ARTICLE 11 CAPITAL
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- 1993 --
TOWN OF GILMANTON, NH - BUDGET COMMITTEE
RECOMMENDED 1995 TOWN BUDGET
FEBRUARY 11, 1995





VENDOR HISTORY REPORT - VENDOR TOTALS
FUNCTION 11101
001055 GEORGE & SILVIA ANDERSON
000661 WILLIAM C AUSTIN
000292 DONALD & MILDRED AYLWARD
001056 HELENS FRANK BABCOCK JR.
001 123 JOANNE BARNES
001057 HARRY & CAROL M BARTLETT
001058 RENE G BEAULE
001059 PAUL E BERARDI
001060 JOSEPH & CATHERINE BORIS
001061 ROBERTA. BOWMAN JR EST.
001062 MICHAEL H & JOYCE BROOKS
001063 MICHAEL D. BURCHELL
001064 ELDON & CONSTANCE BURGESS
001065 JOHN CAPPELLO
001066 HEATHER MICK CARITO ET AL
001067 DANIEL & MARGARET CARTER
001 1 24 ROBERT J. CHISMER, JR
001068 WILLIAM & MEHRI CIMIKOSKI
000420 JOHN J COLLINS
001069 JAMES RCOTT
001070 JOHN CUMMINGS
001072 PHILIPPE E. & IRENE DARGY
001071 RAYMOND E & DEBORAH DALEY
001 073 JAMES M & TAMMY A DEMERS
001074 LILLIAN V. DEPASQUALE
001075 ROSE L EMERY TRUST
INVOICES
FUNCTION 11101
001096 ERIC SCOTT MILLER
001097 JOHN MITCHELL
001098 ROBERT A MOGE, JR.
001099 SHIRLEY MOORE
001 1 00 RONALD W 8. SHARON N MORITA
001 1 26 LEON R. MOULTON
001101 ALFRED J.NADEAU, JR.
001102 PATRICIA NG-THAYER
001 127 JOHN FOLEY JR.
001103 ELVIRA PORCELLA
001 104 MICHAEL W. PRAGER
001105 DONALD K PROCTOR, JR.
001 106 GRACE RANDALL ETAL
001 107 WILBUR READ
001 1 08 VIRGINIA K REECE ET AL
001 109 CHARLES H RICHARDSON
001 110 MICHAEL RUBERA
001111 JOSEPH RUTKAUSKAS
000280 EVELYN B SANVILLE
001 1 12 FRED A. & MILDRED SAWYER
001 1 13 JOHN & VIOLA SEARS
001114 JOHN SMITH
001115 KEITHS ETHEL SMITH





000325 NH MUNICIPAL UNEMPLOYMENT
000047 NH MUNCIPAL WORKERS COMP FUND







001003 DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
000633 DEPARTMENT OF TRANSFORATION
TOTALS- FUNCTION 20300 :
FUNCTION 20301
000027 TREASURER, STATE OF NH







000056 GILMANTON SCHOOL DISTRICT









000379 GILMANTON VILLAGE DISTRICT
TOTALS- FUNCTION 20752 :
FUNCTION 20753
000402 SAWYER LAKE VILLAGE DISTRICT











000945 ALLIED SURVEYING INC
000123 BOULIA-GORRELL LUMBER CO.
000507 WILBUR BUCHANAN
000596 CROCKETT TITLES
000633 DEPARTMENT OF TRANSFORATION













001043 FRANCES & DONALD ANDERSON
001028 BALDWIN, PETER & CAROLYN
000983 JOSEPH AND DOROTHY BELLUSH
000953 PAUL ROBERT BOULANGER










000234 LEO & MARION CORRIVEAU
001030 D'ACE, BERNADETTE
000972 WILLIAM & LUCILLE T. DAY
000951 FEDERAL DEPOSIT INS CORP
000950 FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP
000379 GILMANTON VILLAGE DISTRICT




001106 GRACE RANDALL ETAL
000272 ROBERT F & OLIVE B TIBBETTS
000952 BERNADETTE WEBSTER
000822 JOANNE WILKENS
TOTALS- FUNCTION 31 102 :
INVOICES:
FUNCTION 41501 ACCOUNTING & FINANCIAL REPORT
000836 ATLANTIC TURNKEY CORPORATION
001001 TAMMIE BEAULIEU
000122 BELMONT HARDWARE
000031 BELKNAP COUNTY REGISTRY
000051 CAPITAL BUSINESS FORMS CO INC
000607 COMPUSENSE, INC
000601 DICTAPHONE CORPORATION
000143 GILMANTON CORNER POSTMASTER
000081 GILMORE OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC
000826 LACONIA SAVINGS BANK
000102 MELBA LAROCHE
000973 CHERYL M LOUGHERY
000002 NHMA INSURANCE TRUST
000311 NH MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION
FUNCTION 41501 ACCOUNTING & FINANCIAL REPORT
001 1 43 PITTSFIELD PRINTING
000313 PITNEY BOWES, INC
000068 QUILL CORPORATION
001012 TREASURER, STATE OF NH
000027 TREASURER, STATE OF NH
000525 PLT PROPERTY MGT WHSE
001005 VIKING OFFICE PRODUCTS
000857 XEROX CORPORATION









FUNCTION 41509 BUDGETING, PLANNING & ANALYSIS
000025 CITIZEN PUBLISHING CO.
001053 HARVEY GARDNER
000143 GILMANTON CORNER POSTMASTER
000019 SUNCOOK VALLEY SUN
000525 PLT PROPERTY MGT WHSE
000142 VILLAGE STORE
TOTALS- FUNCTION 41509 BUDGETING, PLANNING & ANALYSIS:
INVOICES:
FUNCTION 41301 BOARD OF SELECTMEN
000002 NHMA INSURANCE TRUST





TOTALS- FUNCTION 41301 BOARD OF SELECTMEN: INVOICES: 5248 18
FUNCTION 41309 OTHER EXECUTIVE OFFICE FUNCT
000933 AT&T
000836 ATLANTIC TURNKEY CORPORATION
001002 PAM BARRIAULT
001001 TAMMIE BEAULIEU
000185 BELKNAP COUNTY PROBATE COURT
000031 BELKNAP COUNTY REGISTRY
000363 BUTTERWORTH LEGAL PUBLISHERS
000349 CAPITOL TELEPHONE, INC
000025 CITIZEN PUBLISHING CO.
000607 COMPUSENSE, INC
INVOICES:
FUNCTION 41914 HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION
000330 LEPENE. KNOWLTON & DARBYSHIRE
000068 QUILL CORPORATION







TOTALS- FUNCTION 41914 HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION. INVOICES: 462.60
FUNCTION 41941 TOWN HALL REPAIRS & MAINT::
0001 45 APPARELMASTER OF L R
000840 BELMONT GLASS CO., INC




000659 CENTRE CONGREATIONAL CHURCH
000476 CLAIRMONT ASPHALT PAVING
000149 COUNTRY GRAINERY
000913 DECATO SAND & GRAVEL
000405 EASTERN PROPANE GAS INC
000329 PAULA GAGNE
000479 RALPH GOODWIN. JR
001048 HAMPSHIRE PEST CONTROL CO
000692 J J MORIN INC
000014 JOHNSON & DIX FUEL CORP
000066 LACONIA FIRE EQUIPMENT INC
000374 MANGO SECURITY SYSTEMS, INC
000483 STATE OF NH ENVIRONMENTAL
000041 NH ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC
000851 ROBERT L POTTER & SONS
000525 PLT PROPERTY MGT WHSE
FUNCTION 41941 TOWN HALL REPAIRS & MAINT::
000993 TURFPRO LANDSCAPE MAINT.
000006 UNION TELEPHONE CO
INVOICES:
FUNCTION 41942 ACADEMY REPAIRS & MAINT;:
000167 NH PRISON CORR. IND.
000525 PLT PROPERTY MGT WHSE
000993 TURFPRO LANDSCAPE MAINT





FUNCTION 41943 OTHER TOWN BUILDINGS - UNALLO
001025 DEL R. GILBERTS SON
000993 TURFPRO LANDSCAPE MAINT.








000732 DUANE LANDSCAPE SERVICE
001034 GRANITE STATE TREE EXPERTS
000503 MARION MclNTYRE, TRUSTEE
000777 HAROLD MURRAY
000146 UNION MARBLE & GRANITE WORKS
000348 STEPHEN & JANICE WINCHESTER
TOTALS- FUNCTION 41951 CEMETERIES::
INVOICES
001142 J& J PRINTING
00001 4 JOHNSON & DIX FUEL CORP
000927 DAN KURTZ
000066 LACONIA FIRE EQUIPMENT INC
000328 LAKES REGION GENERAL HOSPITAL
000150 MAC DURGIN ASSOCIATES
INVOICES












000574 DEPARTMENT OF SAFETY
000457 JAMES C DERBY
000988 DINGEE MACHINE CO.
001022 DUMAS, DAVID
001049 ALEX EDDY
00061 5 EXTACY AUTO DESIGN
001044 FIRESHEEN PRODUCTS, INC.
000969 FEDERAL SIGNAL CORP.
000990 FEDERAL SURPLUS PROPERTY
000126 FERNS ENERGY
001027 FIRE CHIEF
000323 FIRE TECH & SAFETY
000523 FIRE ENGINEERING
000995 GILBERT INC
000180 DEL R GILBERT & SON
000957 GILFORD FIRE-RESCUE
000143 GILMANTON CORNER POSTMASTER
000415 GILMANTON FIREMAN'S ASSOC
000081 GILMORE OFFICE PRODUCTS,INC
000128 GILMANTON IW POSTMASTER
000846 GLOBE FIREFIGHTERS SUITS
000900 DEBORAH GRAY
000065 HENRY'S DRY CLEANERS, INC.
000967 BRIAN P HIGGS
INVOICES
FUNCTION 42200 FIRE; :; :
000629 NH DEPARTMENT OF SAFETY
000619 NH HEALTH OFFICERS ASSOCIATION
000002 NHMA INSURANCE TRUST
000311 NH MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION
000850 NH TECHNICAL COLLEGE
000134 NORTHEAST AIR GAS.INC^
000045 NORTHEAST TIRE SERVICE
000069 NYNEX
000970 NEW YORK PAGER CARE
000135 OCEAN & FOREST PRODUCTS
000067 OSSIPEE MOUNTAIN ELECTRONICS




000316 ROAD RESCUE, INC
000999 ROWELL'S SEWER & DRAINS
001158 RHONDA ROY
000138 SANEL AUTO PARTS CO
000671 SEAMANS SUPPLY COMPANY, INC
000395 THOMAS F. SLEEPER
000757 DEPARTMENT OF SAFETY
000651 BUREAU OF EMERGENCY
000901 SUMMIT HEALTH SERVICES
000019 SUNCOOK VALLEY SUN
001 1 44 TREASURER, STATE OF NH
INVOICES
FUNCTION 431 19 GENERAL EXPENSE - HIGHWAY DEP;
000178 EXXON/GECC
000048 FARMERS PORTABLE TOILET
000126 FERNS ENERGY
001010 G & G REPAIR AND FABRICATION
001041 GCR MANCHESTER TRUCK TIRE CTR
000362 GRAPPONE INDUSTRIAL. INC.
000534 R C HAZELTON CO INC
000308 HOWARD P. FAIRFIELD, INC.
000837 IRVING HEATING OIL
000382 IRVING OIL CORPORATION
000129 IRWIN MOTORS INC
000014 JOHNSON & DIX FUEL CORP
000066 LACONIA FIRE EQUIPMENT INC.
000102 MELBA LAROCHE
000131 LILY POND COMMUNICATIONS, INC
001036 MARJORIE MAHER
000401 MAX COHEN & SONS, INC




N E AIR SUPPLY & SERVICE
000318 NELSON SMALL ENGINE
000041 NH ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC
000002 NHMA INSURANCE TRUST
000311 NH MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION
001020 NORTHSTAR GLASS
0001 34 NORTHEAST AIR GAS,INC
INVOICES
FUNCTION 43122 Cleaning & Maintenance (SUMMER
000164 ARTHUR WHITCOMB, INC
000122 BELMONT HARDWARE
000009 EDWARD H. BUDROE
000978 BUZ2IE AND SONS'
000025 CITIZEN PUBLISHING CO
001032 CLj^RK'S GRAIN STORE
000913 DECATO SAND & GRAVEL
000917 ROBERT B. DOW
000621 FRENCH'S CONSTRUCTION
000675 D J GEDDES TRUCKING
000181 GOULD'S GARDEN CENTER, INC
000676 IVO FRENCH'S CONSTRUCTION
000844 ROY D MERRILL
000977 FRANK MERRILL
000002 NHMA INSURANCE TRUST
000311 NH MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION
000758 PIKE INDUSTRIES, INC
000851 ROBERT L POTTER & SONS
000944 WHITELINE TRUCKING
INVOICES
FUNCTION 43241 LANDFILL OPERATIONS
001035 BROUILLARD & BROUILLARD
000507 WILBUR BUCHANAN
001047 CENTRAL N H TRACTOR CO , INC
000834 CENTRAL NH SOLID WASTE DIST
000587 JOSEPH CLAIRMONT
000802 OMAR CLAIRMONT
000170 THE CORNER STORE
000007 CRSWRRC
000070 R M DAIGLE CONSTRUCTION
001033 ELLIOTT, LARRY
000048 FARMERS PORTABLE TOILET
000368 HC. GOBIN, INC
000479 RALPH GOODWIN, JR
000362 GRAPPONE INDUSTRIAL, INC
000974 BILL HACKETT
000066 LACONIA FIRE EQUIPMENT INC
001015 MAHER'S WELDING SERVICE
000500 NE RESOURCE RECOVERY ASSOC
000041 NH ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC
000971 NHDES WASTE MANAGEMENT DIVIS
000023 NIGHSWANDER, MARTIN & MITCHELL
000069 NYNEX
000851 ROBERT L POTTER & SONS
000378 ROBBINS AUTO PARTS, INC.
000138 SANEL AUTO PARTS CO.
000733 J SCHWARTZ
INVOICES:
000837 IRVING HEATING OIL
001 147 GEORGE MURRAY




FUNCTION 44420 DIRECT ASSISTANCE::::::::;::::
000041 NH ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE. INC
000188 PUBLIC SERVICE OF NH
001 1 50 RYMES HEATING OILS, INC.
000040 SHAWS SUPERMARKETS, INC.
000352 TOWN OF GILMANTON
000006 UNION TELEPHONE CO.
TOTALS- FUNCTION 44420 DIRECT ASSISTANCE :
INVOICES
FUNCTION 47210 INTEREST - LONG TERM BONDS & N
000955 SHAWMUT BANK CONNECTICUT, NA 000-6115 INVOICES 29505 00
TOTALS- FUNCTION 47210 INTEREST - LONG TERM BONDS & N: INVOICES 29505 00
FUNCTION 49320 TAXES PAID TO PRECINCTS & DIST
000379 GILMANTON VILLAGE DISTRICT INVOICES: 5000 00
TOTALS- FUNCTION 49320 TAXES PAID TO PRECINCTS & DIST: INVOICES: 5000.00
FUNCTION 49330 TAXES PAID TO SCHOOL DISTRICTS
000056 GILMANTON SCHOOL DISTRICT INVOICES: 2938450 00
TOTALS- FUNCTION 49330 TAXES PAID TO SCHOOL DISTRICTS: INVOICES: 2938450 00








































GERALD L AUSTIN, III
GERALD L AUSTIN, JR
MILDRED H AYLWARD
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Board of Selectmen: Monday at 7:00 PM
Call to be placed on agenda
Planning Board: 2nd Wednesday of each month - 7:30 PM
Board of Adjustment: 3rd Monday of the month - 7:30 PM
Historic District Comm: 1st Tuesday of the month - 7:30 PM
Conservation Commission: 2nd Thursday of the month - 7:30 PM
1995 TOWN HOLffiAYS
New Year's Day - January 2nd
President's Day - February 20th
Memorial Day - May 29th
Independence Day - July 4th
Labor Day - September 4th
Columbus Day - October 9th
Veteran's Day - November 10th
Thanksgiving Day - November 23rd
Day After Thanksgiving - November 24th
Christmas Day - December 25th
TELEPHONE DIRECTORY
GILMANTON TOWN DEPARTMENTS
Building Inspector & Health Officer
Elementary School
Fire Department - Comer - Business Phone





Police Department - Business Phone





















GOVERNMENT - BUSINESS HOURS
Selectmen's Office
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday
Closed Tuesday
9:00 AM -12:00 Noon
1:00 PM -4:30 PM
Town Clerk/Tax Collector's Office
Monday 9:00 - 12:00
Tuesday Closed
Wednesday 9:00 - 12:00
Thursday 9:00 - 12:00
Friday 9:00 - 12:00
7:00 - 8:30 PM
1:00 -4:00 PM
1:00 -4:00 PM
Town Landfill & Recycling Center
Wednesday 7:00 AM - 6:00 PM
Samrday 7:00 AM - 1:00 PM
Sunday 12:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Libraries
Gilmanton Iron Works open May to second Tuesday in October
Tuesday 9:00 AM - 1 1 :00 AM
Thursday 9:00 AM - 11:00 AM & 6:30 PM - 8:30 PM
Samrday 9:30 AM - 1 1 :00 AM
Comer Library open May to first Tuesday on October
Tuesday 1:00 PM - 4:00 PM
Wednesday 1 :00 PM - 4:00 PM & 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM


